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“An eye-opening work . . . truly powerful 
and persuasive.”—Lee Strobel

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jeremiah J. Johnston, PhD, 
is a New Testament scholar 
and frequent contributor to 
national publications and 
shows, including USA Today, 
Fox News, CNN, Relevant, The 
Christian Post, and numerous 
other media outlets. Known 
for his unique communication 
skills and his infectious love 
for people, he speaks internationally and is president 
of the Christian Thinkers Society, a resident institute 
at Houston Baptist University, where he serves as 
associate professor of early Christianity. Jeremiah 
and his family live in Houston, Texas. Learn more at 
www.christianthinkers.com. 

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$15.99
978-0-7642-3216-9

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christianity / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics
Rights: Worldwide

 • Biblical scholar Jeremiah Johnston is a rising 
voice for the church and frequent guest on 
major media, including CNN, Fox News, and 
Moody Radio

 • Significant speaking platform—audiences 
topped 73,000 people in 2017

 • Reveals how vital Christianity and the Bible 
are in these uncertain times

Is God dying? Some people think so—and more want it so. They say Chris-
tian beliefs and our way of life aren’t relevant anymore. But what critics, 

and even many churchgoers, don’t realize is the life-changing importance 
of Christianity.

Showing how the world would be a dark place without Christianity, 
Unimaginable guides you through the halls of history to see how Jesus’s 
teachings dramatically changed our world and continue to be the most 
powerful force for good today. Learn

 • how Christianity has stood against slavery, racism, eugenics, and 
injustices toward women and children

 • why freedom as a universal value and modern education and legal 
systems owe much to Christianity

 • how Christians throughout the ages have demonstrated the value of 
human life by sacrificially caring for the sick, marginalized, and dying

 • how people of faith are extending God’s kingdom through charities, 
mental health initiatives, and other ways

This provocative and enlightening book is sure to encourage believers 
and equip them to respond to doubters.

Unimaginable
Jeremiah J. Johnston 9 7 8 0 7 6 4 2 3 2 1 6 9

NOW IN 
PAPER

3 Orders :  1 -800-877-2665www.bethanyhouse.com
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Laurie Pawlik, MSW, is a 
writer with 25 years of teach-
ing, social work, and Bible 
study experience. She’s been 
published in magazines such as 
Woman’s Day, Reader’s Digest, 
and Women’s Health, and her 
She Blossoms blog receives 
more than 2 million unique 
page views per month. She and 
her husband live in Vancouver, BC, Canada. Find out 
more at www.blossomtips.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$12.99
978-0-7642-3217-6

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
176 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author is a popular speaker and blogger, with 
over 2 million unique site visitors each month, 
and has been featured in Woman’s Day,  
Reader’s Digest, and Women’s Health

 • Instead of dwelling on grief, Pawlik focuses 
on acceptance, surrender to God’s will, and 
letting go

 • Includes practical tips, questions, and prompts 
for deeper individual or group study

After life is shattered by loss or a traumatic experience—whether big or 
small—it can seem impossible to heal or even move on. Deep down 

you believe God intends good for you, but you just don’t have the energy or 
strength to figure out how to move forward. 

Author Laurie Pawlik has been there, and here she shares how she flour-
ished despite multiple losses. Through practical tips and thought-provoking 
questions, she helps you take small yet powerful steps toward healing and 
letting go. She also offers insights and encouragement from the lives of 
strong women in the Bible. You’ll glimpse the painful losses these women 
experienced and learn how they flourished despite seasons of hardship 
and grief. You’ll discover how God shows His presence and power in the 
valleys, deserts, and storms. And you’ll feel a fresh sense of hope that, 
with God, you can redefine yourself, remake your life, and grow forward 
into a beautiful new season.

Growing Forward When   
 You Can’t Go Back
Laurie Pawlik

Comfort and Courage to  
Heal Your Hurting Heart

9 7 8 0 7 6 4 2 3 2 1 7 6

4 Orders :  1 -800-877-2665www.bethanyhouse.com
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Daryl Aaron earned his ThM 
at Dallas Theological Seminary 
and his PhD at Graduate 
Theological Foundation. He 
spent fourteen years in pastoral 
ministry before coming to 
University of Northwestern – 
St. Paul to teach theology 
and Bible. Dr. Aaron lives in 
Mounds View, Minnesota, with 
his wife.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 5
$12.99
978-0-7642-3299-2

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Understanding Theology in 
15 Minutes a Day

 • Easy and enjoyable way to get acquainted 
with Christian theology

 • Author is a former pastor who now teaches 
introductory theology courses at a Christian 
college

 • “Fun Facts” in each chapter help make 
theology come alive

Let’s be real. Theology is intimidating. There are so many unfamiliar 
words and difficult concepts—or so it seems. Would you like to know 

the basics of theology and have an easy route to that knowledge? If so, 
these short, simple readings are the way to go. Here, Daryl Aaron answers 
some of the toughest questions about the nature of God, heaven, the Bible, 
church, and even ourselves. Blending the knowledge of a college professor 
with friendly, down-to-earth language, Aaron explains theology in a way 
you can understand. Broken into forty small chapters, this book gives you 
quick, clear answers to your questions about theology.

Christian Theology for 
People in a Hurry
Daryl Aaron

An On-the-Go Guide to Theology

9 7 8 0 7 6 4 2 3 2 9 9 2

©Kimberly Aaron

5 Orders :  1 -800-877-2665www.bethanyhouse.com
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Better Together
978-0-7642-3079-0

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Rusty George is the lead pas-
tor of Real Life Church in Va-
lencia, California. Through his 
15 years at RLC, the church has 
grown to over 6,000 people and 
two campuses, and attracts a 
large online community. Rusty 
speaks regularly at conferences 
across the country and interna-
tionally, and he lives with his 
wife and two daughters in Santa Clarita, California. 
Learn more at www.pastorrustygeorge.com. 

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-3080-6

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author pastors a large, thriving church and 
speaks internationally

 • Helps Christians cut through the noise and 
focus on the powerful basics of faith

 • Endorsers of previous book include Andy 
Stanley, John Ortberg, Lee Strobel, and  
John Burke 

We’ve made following Jesus far too complex. We don’t know what to 
do with all the things in the Bible that seem necessary, so we make 

them into a to-do list: love others, forgive those who hurt you, have joy, be 
patient, stay faithful, give to the hurting, serve in your church, pray without 
ceasing, confess your sins, and on and on. These are all great things, but is 
a checklist really what Jesus intended when he said, “Follow me”?

More than two thousand years ago, the prophet Micah implored Israel 
to return to its true calling: “Act justly, love mercy, walk humbly with your 
God.” Could this plainspoken Bible verse not only sum up how we should 
live today but breathe a fresh purpose into our souls?

In this practical and freeing book, pastor Rusty George shares the 
simplicity of what God desires from us. Living a faithful life should not 
be a chore, and George teaches how to put away our checklists and walk 
humbly according to God’s will for our lives.

Justice. Mercy. Humility.
Rusty George

A Faithful Life Doesn’t Need  
to Be Complicated

9 7 8 0 7 6 4 2 3 0 8 0 6

6 Orders :  1 -800-877-2665www.bethanyhouse.com
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jennifer Renee Watson is 
a contributing writer for The 
Mighty, She Believes, and 
Sonoma Christian Home and 
has guest blogged for  
(in)courage, Her Green Room 
(for ministry wives), Guideposts, 
Scary Mommy, For Every Mom, 
and Holley Gerth’s popular 
Coffee for Your Heart. She 
co-founded Broken Girl Ministries in 2011 to help 
women find the same healing she found in Christ. 
She has spoken at churches and events, and she’s 
led prayer retreats centered on biblical teaching 
and prayer. Jennifer lives with her husband and two 
children in Northwest Arkansas. Learn more at  
www.jenniferreneewatson.com. 

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 19
$13.99
978-0-7642-3270-1

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author is a popular blogger who’s been 
featured on (in)courage, Guideposts, The 
Mighty, Scary Mommy, For Every Mom, She 
Believes, and more

 • Watson is the founder of Broken Girl 
Ministries and speaks regularly to women 
across the country 

 • Includes reflection questions and practical 
tips to take women deeper

Brokenness has become a buzzword. We wear it like a badge, proudly 
showing off the shattered pieces of our lives—while still fighting the 

same desperate battles. But brokenness was never meant to be the desti-
nation. Or your identity. It was meant to be the catalyst for breakthrough.  

Inspiring, vulnerable, and powerful, this new book from Jennifer Wat-
son helps you take your eyes off the idol of brokenness and experience the 
God of breakthrough. She shows how breakthrough is really hope moving 
forward, even when life hurts. And she gives you practical, uncomplicated 
ways to:

 • stop feeling shame and emptiness
 • leave the victim mentality behind 
 • experience lasting restoration in your story and your soul
 • and more

It’s okay to not be okay for a little while. But Jesus has a plan to see 
your scars become success stories that reflect his glory to the people 
around you.

Freedom!
Jennifer Renee Watson

The Gutsy Pursuit of Breakthrough  
and the Life beyond It

9 7 8 0 7 6 4 2 3 2 7 0 1

7 Orders :  1 -800-877-2665www.bethanyhouse.com
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ALSO AVAILABLE

The Quotable Tozer
978-0-7642-3097-4
Alive in the Spirit
978-0-7642-1807-1
Delighting in God
978-0-7642-1701-2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND COMPILER

A.W. Tozer (1897–1963) was a self-taught theo-
logian, pastor, and writer whose powerful words 
continue to grip the intellect and stir the soul of 
today’s believer. He authored more than 40 books. 
The Pursuit of God and The Knowledge of the Holy 
are considered modern devotional classics. Get Tozer 
information and quotes at tozeraw@twitter.com.

James L. Snyder is recognized as an authority on 
A.W. Tozer. His first book, In Pursuit of God: The Life 
of A.W. Tozer, won the Reader’s Choice Award from 
Christianity Today. James and his wife live in Ocala, 
Florida

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 5
$14.99
978-0-7642-1809-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½
208 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

 • Pulled from sermons, this material has never 
been available in print before now!

 • Focuses on how God guides our decision-
making—even today

 • Tozer continues to be one of the most influen-
tial pastors in recent history

How can I know God’s will for me, personally? It’s a question that haunts 
us all at times—maybe when we’re looking for the right job, thinking 

about moving to a new city, or deciding whether or not to get married. At 
every stage we have difficult decisions to make, and we long for God’s 
direction and his warm reassurance that we’re heading the right way. 

A Cloud by Day, a Fire by Night captures Tozer’s teaching on the will of 
God taken from sermons he preached just before he left his successful 
church in Chicago. Tozer was no stranger to facing difficult decisions, and 
his wisdom and biblical insight will help guide you in decisions of your 
own. The title comes from the story of God leading his people out of Egypt 
into the promised land. In the same way, let this book help reveal where 
he is leading and reassure you that he will be by your side every step of 
the way. 

A Cloud by Day,  
a Fire by Night
 A.W. Tozer
Compiled and edited by James L. Snyder

A.W. Tozer on Finding God’s  
Will for Your Life

9 7 8 0 7 6 4 2 1 8 0 9 5

8 Orders :  1 -800-877-2665www.bethanyhouse.com
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Laurie Polich Short is a 
popular speaker, author, and 
part of the teaching team at 
Ocean Hills Covenant Church 
in Santa Barbara, California. 
She speaks at conferences, 
colleges, churches, and 
denominational events around 
the country, and she has been 
featured on PBS, Focus on the 
Family, World magazine, and more. Find out more at 
www.laurieshort.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 2
$13.99
978-0-7642-3256-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
176 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author has a vibrant speaking ministry; she’s 
spoken to over 500,000 people to date

 • Short is the co-creator of She Grows, a 
national women’s conference

 • “These insights will deeply encourage your 
walk of faith.”—John Burke, pastor, New York 
Times bestselling author

Many of us have our “go to” verses. The ones we memorize, post on 
social media, and hang on our walls. But sometimes we need a 

fresh word or promise for the season we find ourselves in—something 
that ignites our faith in the face of fear, doubt, loneliness, insecurity, or 
overwhelming circumstances.

In this powerful, accessible new book, author and speaker Laurie Short 
mines the Scriptures, revealing insights and promises from 40 verses we 
often overlook. Digging in to these “in between” verses, she unearths 
fresh wisdom, guidance, and encouragement that will help you seek and 
experience God in new, dynamic ways. From trusting God’s timing, to not 
worrying about the future, to holding on to faith when things look dark, the 
hidden insights found in these verses will help you navigate the challenges 
that cross your path, breathe new life into your weary soul, and ignite your 
faith once again.

40 Verses to Ignite  
 Your Faith
Laurie Polich Short

Surprising Insights from Often-Overlooked 
Verses That Will Deepen Your Faith
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Grandparenting
978-0-7642-3126-1

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Wayne Rice has been 
involved in ministry to youth 
and parents for over 50 years. 
Currently he is a writer, speaker, 
consultant, ministry volunteer, 
radio personality, and banjo 
player. He was the co-founder 
of Youth Specialties and serves 
as Director of Conferencing for 
the Legacy Coalition. Wayne 
and his wife, Marci, live in Alpine, California. Learn 
more at www.waynerice.com. 
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Available: April 2
$9.99
978-0-7642-3131-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½
96 pages
Case Quantity: 40 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

 • The Legacy Coalition is the nation’s largest 
grandparenting ministry, with rapidly growing 
support in churches across the country

 • The author is a popular speaker and writer 
with decades of ministry experience

 • Gives welcome advice to the growing number 
of grandparents who live far from their grand-
children

Your heart aches for your grandchildren, even if you don’t get many 
chances to see them in person. You deeply want them to know how 

much God loves them, to grow in their relationship with him, and to make 
wise, God-honoring decisions. The good news is, just because you can’t 
spend as much time with them as you’d like, that doesn’t mean you can’t 
have a huge impact on their lives!

In Long-Distance Grandparenting you’ll learn how to make the most of 
the opportunities you do have to connect with your grandchildren, includ-
ing using technology to keep your relationship strong and taking advantage 
of the time you have together. 

But going beyond your relationship with your grandkids, this book em-
phasizes something that matters even more—your grandchild’s relation-
ship with God. Find the encouragement and guidance to connect with your 
grandchildren and invest in their faith like never before!

Long-Distance 
Grandparenting
GrandparentinG Matters

Wayne Rice 
edited by Dr. Josh Mulvihill 

Grow Your Grandchildren’s Faith,  
No Matter How Far Away You Are
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The Whole Bible Story,  
Illustrated Edition 
978-0-8010-9864-2
The Whole Bible Story
978-0-7642-0829-4

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. William H. Marty taught 
at Moody Bible Institute for 
37 years. His main emphasis 
was teaching an Old and New 
Testament survey to freshmen 
at the Chicago campus, and the 
fruit of his focus on teaching 
the story line of the Bible 
was published in The Whole 
Bible Story. Dr. Marty has also 
written The World of Jesus and The Jesus Story and 
coauthored A Quick-Start Guide to the Whole Bible. 
He lives in Cortez, Colorado, with his wife, Linda, and 
is an active triathlete.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$13.99
978-0-7642-3243-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½  
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New 
Testament
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author’s first book, The Whole Bible Story, has 
sold over 130,000 copies

 • Short, engaging studies are perfect for small 
group and personal use, or for generating 
ideas for a longer study

 • Streamlined format covers each topic in a 
page or two for maximum return on a minimal 
time commitment

Offering quick, high-quality food for the soul, 102 Fascinating Bible Studies 
on the New Testament provides breadth and depth in short but satisfying 

servings for: 
 • the busy Christian who wants to delve deep into God’s Word but is 

short on time  
 • those who don’t want to commit to weeks of study on a single topic 
 • the small group searching out subjects for their next study 

Organized by category, these accessible and intriguing offerings span 
the entire New Testament. Topics include the temptations of Jesus, miracles, 
the words of Christ on the cross, and the Antichrist. 

Each study includes an introduction and Scripture references accompanied 
by questions that open the door to lively discussion, reflection, or further inves-
tigation. The practicality of the fast-paced format, the scope of the content, and 
the possibilities for ongoing study make these studies truly fascinating.

102 Fascinating Bible 
Studies on the New 
Testament
Dr. William H. Marty

A Change of Pace for Your Bible Study
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Walter Martin (PhD, Califor-
nia Coast University) held four 
earned degrees and was the 
author of a dozen books. He 
was internationally known as 
the host of The Bible Answer 
Man, a popular syndicated 
radio call-in program in the 
U.S. and Canada. He was also 
the founder and director of 
Christian Research Institute.
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Available: April 16
$29.99
978-0-7642-3265-7

casebound
6 x 9
704 pages
Case Quantity: 12

Category: RELIGION / Cults
Rights: Worldwide

 • Over 1 million copies sold

 • Winner of the Gold Book Award and of the 
Gold Medallion Award (ECPA), which recogniz-
es excellence in evangelical Christian literature

 • The most comprehensive book on cults on the 
market today 

 • Updates on radical Islam, Satanism, and many 
other new and growing cults

In an era of rapid growth of false religions worldwide, Christians need 
information they can trust. This comprehensive new edition of the leading 

book on cults will equip you—no matter your background—to understand 
and use biblical truth to counter false religions, including many that mas-
querade as mainstream Christianity. 

Reflecting the developments in cults and world religions in recent years, 
this edition, updated by expert Jill Martin Rische (daughter of Walter 
Martin), gives you the authoritative information you need to know. As our 
culture becomes less and less outwardly Christian, awareness of the belief 
systems of those around us has never been more vital. 

Readable and reliable for everyone, whether you’re a teacher, a pastor, 
or a regular church attender, The Kingdom of the Cults remains the go-to 
reference book on this crucial topic. 

Kingdom of the Cults,  
6th ed.
Walter Martin

The Leading Cult Reference Tool 
Completely Updated!
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EXCERPT

The big idea behind this book is 
that you can make choices in ten 
specific areas that will transform 
your marriage. You are in control 
of the conflicts that occur in your 
relationship. Conflict will happen, 
but fights don’t have to. You can 
make different choices. 

It might be a decision to work 
together as teammates instead of 
competing against each other to 
achieve your own goals. Maybe you 
will need to make a choice to do 
what your partner needs and give up 
what you need. Or perhaps it will be 
a choice to forgive your partner when 
it doesn’t feel like they deserve your 
forgiveness. 

Making the choice to love your 
partner does not mean:

I love you, as long as you are who I 
want you to be. 

I love you, unless it is inconvenient.
I love you, as long as I can still get 

my way.
What saying “I choose to love you” 

does mean is that you are making a 
commitment to love your partner by 
making the ten specific choices I am out-
lining in this book. Making these choices 
will have consequences—sacrifice is a 
given in choosing to love your spouse. 
You won’t always get what you want. 
Couples who successfully choose to love 
each other learn to agree to disagree and 
to honor and respect each other, rather 
than live in the world of insults and anger 
that fighting creates. 

Each chapter in this book will deal with 
one of these ten choices that every couple 
faces in marriage. To help you learn to 
make these successful choices, clear 
strategies for achieving positive outcomes 
and making good decisions will be offered. 
You will learn specific skills that you can 
practice and eventually master. Each 
chapter will also include exercises you can 
complete with your partner to experience 
what it feels like to make successful 
choices in these areas.
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Dr. Ron Welch (PsyD, Central 
Michigan University) is the 
author of The Controlling 
Husband and serves on the 
faculty of Denver Seminary. 
With 25 years of experience in 
clinical psychology, Welch has 
developed the Transformational 
Marriage™ approach, which 
helps couples through counsel-
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Available: January 22
$14.99
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trade paper
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256 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & 
Marriage
RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

Most books on marriage rightly address communication and conflict as key issues, then 
advise readers on how to fight fair since conflict is an inevitable reality and cannot be 

avoided. But Dr. Ron Welch asks the provocative question, Is it? Is every marriage doomed to 
one conflict after another? Shouldn’t we expect better than that?

In this practical and encouraging book, Welch offers a far more positive approach to mar-
riage, outlining 10 specific choices couples can make to minimize or even avoid conflict and 
increase joy. With his expert guidance, couples will learn how to employ proven strategies to 

 • communicate accurately and positively
 • choose forgiveness over unforgiveness
 • understand their marriage type
 • and make decisions more effectively

Whether they are engaged, newly married, or have been married for decades, couples 
will find that this book will transform their relationship.

10 Choices Successful 
Couples Make
Dr. Ron Welch

 • Author has more than 20 years 
of experience as a clinical 
psychologist helping couples 
with his Transformational Mar-
riage approach

 • Offers 10 choices couples can 
make to minimize conflict and 
build a strong partnership

 • Helpful counseling resource 
for pastors and counselors, 
written from the perspective 
of a professor of counseling at 
Denver Seminary

Falling in Love and  
Staying in Love

© Encore Photography
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Raised in rural Georgia,  
Shauna Pilgreen now finds 
herself immersed daily in the 
reality of doing life in a global 
city. She and her husband, 
Ben, started Epic Church in the 
heart of San Francisco in 2010 
and have been “living sent” 
ever since. Shauna is a coach, 
speaker, and writer to ministry 
families across the country. She is the mother of 
three boys and an adopted daughter from India.  
Learn more at www.shaunapilgreen.com.
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Available: January 22
$15.99
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trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
272 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Discipleship
Rights: Worldwide

 • Gives readers skills and guidance to serve God 
fully where they are, regardless of location or 
season of life

 • Will appeal to readers of The Art of Neighboring

 • Teaches habitual, biblical practices to build 
faith and equips readers to reach out to their 
communities

Despite being part of one of the most mobile societies in history, it’s 
easy for us to feel stuck where we are. Whether because of a recent 

move or because we’re still in the exact same place we’ve been for 
years, many of us just aren’t where we thought we’d be or doing what we 
thought we’d be doing. Sometimes we may wonder if God knows what 
he’s doing. How can this be part of his plan?

With enthusiasm and contagious joy, Shauna Pilgreen assures readers 
that, yes, God does have a plan and a purpose for them—right where they 
are. In fact, he sent them there. She invites readers to “live sent,” showing 
them how to see their surroundings with fresh eyes and renewed energy. 
Weaving her own remarkable story with biblical habits readers can incor-
porate into their daily routines, Pilgreen equips us to reach out into our 
communities with God’s love, knowing that our efforts are never in vain.

Love Where You Live
Shauna Pilgreen

Discover Why You’re Exactly  
Where You Need to Be
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Mary C. Busha is a writer’s 
coach, an editor, and a writer 
whose work has appeared in 
periodicals such as Writer’s 
Digest and Focus on the Family. 
She has worked for decades 
to help writers all around the 
country bring their work to 
bookshelves all over the world. 
Busha currently lives in Florida.
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 • Helps readers realize the power of the spoken 
word and how to use their words to uplift and 
encourage

 • Gives five practical steps to counteracting 
negative words we believe about ourselves

 • Shows readers how to walk as victors rather 
than victims

The spoken word has immense potential for either building up or 
tearing down. Too often, it’s the latter. Many of us are daily carrying 

around hurtful words, sometimes without even knowing it. These 
negative words have great influence over our lives and the lives of 
those around us. But thankfully, they are not the last word.

Mary Busha speaks to the hurting and guides them toward victory 
over the harmful, demeaning, or insulting words of their past. She 
shows readers how to

 • understand the emotions and circumstances behind the words
 • choose to want to forgive their offenders
 • embrace the truth about who they are created to be
 • recognize the effect of both negative and positive self-talk
 • pray effectively to break the power of negative words
 • and walk in the freedom God provides in his Word

She also encourages readers to find ways to use their own words to 
lift up the people God places in their paths.

Breaking the Power of 
Negative Words
Mary C. Busha

Words are Powerful—Learn  
How to Use Yours Effectively
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978-0-8007-2384-2
Have a New Sex Life by 
Friday
978-0-8007-2414-6
Have a New Kid by Friday
978-0-8007-3218-9

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Kevin Leman is an inter-
nationally known psychologist, 
radio and television personal-
ity, and speaker. He has made 
house calls through hundreds of 
radio and television programs, 
such as Fox & Friends, The View, 
Fox’s The Morning Show, Today, 
Morning in America, The 700 
Club, CBS’s The Early Show, 
Janet Parshall, CNN, and Focus on the Family, and has 
served as a contributing family psychologist to Good 
Morning America. A bestselling and award-winning 
author, Dr. Leman has written more than 50 books, 
including The Birth Order Book and Have a New Kid by 
Friday. Dr. Leman and his wife, Sande, live in Tucson, 
Arizona. They have five children and four grandchildren.
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Long-Term Relationships
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Love & Romance
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Sex Begins in the Kitchen

 • More than 150,000 copies sold of previous 
editions

 • Extensively revised and updated to include 
fresh stories and contemporary examples 
relevant to new readers

 • Dr. Leman is a New York Times bestselling  
author, psychologist, and relationship expert

Creating a happy, lifelong marriage is about much more than physical 
compatibility. It’s about a lifestyle of 24-7 intimacy that bonds couples 

in a mutually satisfying relationship. In The Intimate Connection, bestsell-
ing marriage expert Dr. Kevin Leman explores key secrets to the love life 
couples crave. He helps readers

 • understand each other’s needs, backgrounds, and personalities 
(and how those factors influence every marital interaction)

 • talk so their spouse really listens
 • turn negative game-playing into positive behaviors that help 

couples grow closer
 • create deep, long-lasting intimacy that’s divorce-proof

Whether couples are new to marriage or have been married a long time, 
Dr. Leman’s time-tested strategies will create the kind of exciting intimacy, 
mutual respect, and fulfilling communication that will keep husbands and 
wives in each other’s arms for a lifetime.

The Intimate Connection
Dr. Kevin Leman

Get the Marriage You Dream Of
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Jill Eileen Smith is the best-
selling and award-winning au-
thor of the biblical fiction series 
The Wives of King DaviD, Wives 
of The PaTriarchs, The Loves of 
King soLomon, and DaughTers of 
The PromiseD LanD. Her research 
into the lives of biblical women 
has taken her from the Bible 
to Israel, and she particularly 
enjoys learning how women lived in Old Testament 
times. Jill lives with her family in southeast Michigan. 
Learn more at www.jilleileensmith.com.
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224 pages
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Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Old Testament
RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
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 • Join 12 Old Testament women as they learn 
that only God can heal our hearts’ broken 
desires and dreams 

 • Bestselling author has spent 25+ years re-
searching the culture, beliefs, geography, 
archaeology, and daily life of biblical women

 • Over 340,000 copies of Smith’s books sold

Life is full of twists and turns. Relationships falter, careers fizzle, health 
fades. We may be faced with choices we never wanted to make or have 

situations pushed upon us we’d never expected. Yet, in all of it, God is at 
our side—even when he feels far away.

Drawing on her extensive research into women of the Old Testament, 
novelist Jill Eileen Smith turns her pen to the lessons in trusting God that 
we can learn today from women like

 • Eve
 • Noah’s wife
 • Sarai
 • Hagar

 • Lot’s wife
 • Rebekah
 • Rachel
 • and more

Readers will learn from what these ancient women did right—and even 
what they did wrong—when faced with dashed expectations and deferred 
dreams. And they’ll come away with the confidence that ours is a faithful 
God who loves us and is forming us through our trials into the women he 
longs for us to be.

When Life Doesn’t Match 
Your Dreams
Jill Eileen Smith

Inspiring Portraits of 12 Women of the Bible 
and What They Can Teach Us
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EXCERPT

In April 1951, President Harry 
Truman relieved General Doug-
las MacArthur of command of 
United Nations forces in Korea, and 
placed General Ridgway in charge. 
Matthew Ridgway also inherited 
MacArthur’s position as military 
governor of Japan, and he oversaw 
Japan’s return to sovereignty and 
independence on April 28, 1952.

Throughout his career, Matthew 
Ridgway built a reputation as a 
battlefield commander who led 
through loyalty. He was intolerant of 
incompetent officers, and he insisted 
on placing only the most dedicated 
and effective leaders in command 
of his units, because his soldiers 
deserved the best. 

Just as he had learned the names of 
all his fellow West Point cadets during 
his first year at the Academy, Ridgway 
made a point of learning the names of 
all the soldiers he led. He literally knew 
the names of thousands and thousands 
of soldiers under his command, and they 
were always amazed and awed when 
their commander called them by name. 
His soldiers respected him but did not 
fear him. Rather, they wanted to please 
him out of love for a fellow combat 
soldier. Ridgway never used profane 
language, but spoke to his troops in a 
gentlemanly manner, even when admin-
istering discipline or correction.

He was always in the hottest part of 
the battle, often striding upright through 
a combat zone as bullets whizzed about 
him and artillery shells exploded on every 
side. He took what many would think was 
an incredibly risky gamble by parachuting 
into Normandy with his troops. When 
asked why he was so fearless in battle, he 
said it was because of his Christian faith. 
He believed that God had appointed a time 
for him to die, and that there was nothing 
he could do to lengthen his life by a single 
second, nor was there anything the enemy 
could do to take his life from him before 
God’s appointed time. That belief made him 
fearless in the face of the enemy.
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Coach Wooden
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Pat Williams is senior vice 
president of the NBA’s Orlando 
Magic. He has more than 50 
years of professional sports 
experience; has written more 
than 100 books, including the 
popular Coach Wooden, The 
Difference You Make, and 
The Sweet Spot for Success; 
and is one of America’s most 
sought-after motivational speakers. He lives in Flori-
da. Find out more at www.patwilliams.com.

Jim Denney is the author of Walt’s Disneyland,  
Answers to Satisfy the Soul, Writing in Overdrive, 
and the TimebenDers series for young readers. He  
has written many books with Pat Williams, includ- 
ing Coach Wooden, The Difference You Make, and 
The Sweet Spot for Success. Learn more at  
www.writinginoverdrive.com.
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Overlooking the Hudson River on the campus of the United States Military Academy 
at West Point are 12 granite benches, each inscribed with a word representing a key 

leadership virtue: compassion, courage, dedication, determination, dignity, discipline, integ-
rity, loyalty, perseverance, responsibility, service, and trust. These benches remind cadets of 
the qualities that lead to victory and success, not just on the battlefield, but in all of life.

With his signature enthusiasm and insight, Pat Williams shares the incredible stories of 
West Point graduates who exemplified these traits, from the Civil War to the War on Terror. 
He shows readers of all backgrounds how to develop these 12 essential virtues in their 
lives, whether they are in the corporate world, the academic world, the military, the church, 
or in some other sphere.

Character Carved in 
Stone
Pat Williams with Jim Denney

 • Compelling insights and 
stories unpack 12 core virtues 
instilled at West Point that 
lead to a well-lived life and 
business success

 • Great gift idea for dads, grads, 
and history fans

 • Pat Williams has sold more 
than 500,000 books and 
speaks more than 100 times 
per year

 • Foreword by Mike Krzyzewski, 
head basketball coach, Duke 
University

Discover How the 12 Core Virtues 
of West Point Lead to Success
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communications agency called 
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a partner in Veracity Colab, 
a B2B and consumer-based 
video agency (veracitycolab.
com). With over 25 years in 
marketing, Dean has been 
directly involved in the brand 
development of more than 800 companies, develop-
ing over $1.6 billion in revenue for his clients. He is 
a keynote speaker (deandelsesto.com), is the author 
of Shift Your Thinking and Shift Your Thinking for 
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 • 365 days of transformational thinking to help 
readers improve in every area of life

 • Includes short, powerful quotes covering life’s 
most important topics

 • Author writes from his experience as a suc-
cessful CEO, mentor, and highly sought-after 
brand strategist and speaker

Regardless of where you are in life, change is always an opportunity. The 
most immediate path to lasting positive change will always be found in 

how we think about things. We either frame the various areas of our lives 
to regress, remain stagnant, or accelerate forward, and a single shift in our 
thought patterns can change everything for us. 

That’s what A Shift a Day for Your Best Year Yet is all about. Small 
shifts that add up to dynamic new directions. With these 365 original 
quotes, readers will find themselves well on their way down the path to 
greater success in their work, relationships, and lives. Short, memorable, 
and to-the-point, each thought-provoking page is designed to interrupt 
thinking that doesn’t work and replace it with thinking that does.

The perfect spontaneous gift for a friend or impulse buy for oneself.

A Shift a Day for  
Your Best Year Yet
Dean Del Sesto

Make Your Next Step the Right Step  
in Life, Work, and Relationships
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vascular surgeon. The author 
of Prescription for Life and Your 
Cholesterol Matters, Furman 
is past president of the North 
Carolina Chapter of the Amer-
ican College of Surgeons, past 
president of the North Carolina 
Surgical Society, and a two-term 
governor of the American College of Surgeons. He is 
cofounder of World Medical Mission, the medical arm 
of Samaritan’s Purse, and is a member of the board of 
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 • Dr. Furman spent more than 30 years as a 
vascular surgeon treating the effects of artery 
disease

 • The CDC estimates that up to 5.3 million 
Americans currently have Alzheimer’s disease; 
by 2050, that number is expected to more 
than double

 • Based on solid medical research, this bestselling 
book demonstrates how just three lifestyle 
changes can dramatically reduce the likelihood 
of developing dementia

Dementia is one of the most dreaded conditions we face as we age. 
What many don’t realize is that our lifestyle choices and habits can 

have a significant impact—for good or ill—on our chances of developing 
the disease. 

Drawing from the latest medical research, Dr. Richard Furman helps 
readers understand dementia and Alzheimer’s and shows them how to 
make three powerful lifestyle changes that can help decrease the proba-
bility of developing this disease. He explains how eating the right foods, 
exercising, and sustaining an ideal weight can dramatically reduce the 
likelihood of developing dementia in the first place, and even how it can 
slow the progression of the disease in someone who has already received 
a diagnosis.

Defeating Dementia
Richard Furman, MD, FACS

Hope for Defeating Dementia— 
Now in Paper
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Kevin Leman is an inter-
nationally known psychologist, 
radio and television personal-
ity, and speaker. He has made 
house calls through hundreds of 
radio and television programs, 
such as Fox & Friends, The View, 
Fox’s The Morning Show, Today, 
Morning in America, The 700 
Club, CBS’s The Early Show, 
Janet Parshall, CNN, and Focus on the Family, and has 
served as a contributing family psychologist to Good 
Morning America. A bestselling and award-winning 
author, Dr. Leman has written more than 50 books, 
including The Birth Order Book and Have a New Kid by 
Friday. Dr. Leman and his wife, Sande, live in Tucson, 
Arizona. They have five children and four grandchildren.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$15.99
978-0-8007-2959-2

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
288 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Education
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
Rights: Worldwide

 • Dr. Leman is a former graduate school 
professor in education and the founder/
chairman of the board of the Leman 
Academy of Excellence charter school

 • Leman’s many Revell books have sold  
more than 4.5 million copies

 • Steers parents through the maze of 
educational options, including choosing from 
public, private, and other school options

 • Includes a bonus “Ask Dr. Leman” Q & A 
section answering top questions parents  
ask about education

When it comes to all the schooling options out there, it’s easy for 
parents to feel overwhelmed and, well, undereducated about the 

choices. Parenting expert and longtime educator Dr. Kevin Leman can help. 
In this practical book, he clearly explains the pros and cons of public, 

private, and charter schools, plus homeschooling and online schooling, 
so that parents can make an informed choice about the kind of education 
that will help their unique child thrive. He shows parents how to stay 
involved and engaged with their child’s education every step of the way, 
knowing that the choices they make about school now will reverberate 
long into that child’s future.

Education a la Carte
Dr. Kevin Leman

Guide for Choosing the Best Schooling for 
Your Child—Now in Paper

9 7 8 0 8 0 0 7 2 9 5 9 2

NOW IN 
PAPER
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Be Still My Soul
978-0-8007-2877-9
Guided by God’s Promises
978-0-8007-2914-1
Made for the Journey
978-0-8007-2946-2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Elisabeth Elliot (1926–2015) 
was one of the most perceptive 
and popular Christian writers of 
the last century. The author of 
more than 20 books, including 
Passion and Purity and The 
Journals of Jim Elliot, Elliot 
offered guidance and encour-
agement to millions of readers 
worldwide.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 2
$14.99
978-0-8007-2947-9

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
176 pages
Case Quantity: 36 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Discipleship
Rights: Not to the Commonwealth
Previously published as Discipline: The Glad Surrender

 • Revell has sold nearly 2 million copies of 
Elisabeth Elliot’s books

 • An exploration of Christian disciplines in 
mind, body, spirit, place, time, possessions, 
work, and feelings

 • Elliot was a former missionary, bestselling 
author, and great Christian thinker

In our age of instant gratification and if-it-feels-good-do-it attitudes, 
self-discipline is hardly a popular notion. Yet it may be one of the most 

important lost virtues of our time. In Joyful Surrender, former missionary 
and beloved author Elisabeth Elliot offers her understanding of discipline 
and its value for people of all times. She shows readers how to 

 • discipline the mind, body, possessions, time, and feelings
 • overcome anxiety
 • change poor habits and attitudes
 • trust God in times of trial and hardship
 • let Christ have control in all areas of life

Elliot masterfully and gently takes readers through Scripture, personal 
stories, and incisive observations of the world around her to help them 
discover the understanding that our fulfillment as human beings depends 
on our answer to God’s call to obedience.

Joyful Surrender
Elisabeth Elliot

Find Happiness and Freedom by 
Surrendering Your Life to God

9 7 8 0 8 0 0 7 2 9 4 7 9

REPACK
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ENDORSEMENTS

Powerful Prayers for Your 
Daughter

“Praying for your daughter is  
one of the most important things 
you will ever do. If you’re a parent  
with daughters, read this book.” 

—Mark Batterson, New York Times 
bestselling author

“Rob and Joanna Teigen’s prayers 
in this book will help you see your 
daughter in a new way and do the 
most powerful thing: love her through 
your prayers.”—Chris Fabry, author; 
host of Chris Fabry Live!

“Rob and Joanna Teigen have 
covered virtually every area that a 
daughter needs prayer coverage in. 
Then they’ve given parents the perfect 
words to use.”—Rick Johnson, best-
selling author of That’s My Son, That’s 
My Girl, and Better Dads, Stronger Sons

“Is there any sweeter legacy that 
parents can leave for their daughter 
than the knowledge that her parents 
prayed for every area of her life? Rob 
and Joanna Teigen give parents the 
tools they need to make that hope a 
reality.”—Kathi Lipp, author of Praying 
God’s Word for Your Life and 21 Ways to 
Connect with Your Kids

Powerful Prayers for Your Son

“A must-read-and-give-a-copy-to-
friends kind of book!”—Renee Swope, 
bestselling author of A Confident Heart

“Powerful Prayers for Your Son will be 
kept on my nightstand, right next to my 
Bible—and the prayers will be kept in 
my heart!”—Pam Farrel, coauthor of A 
Couple’s Journey with God and The 10 Best 
Decisions a Woman Can Make

“Don’t miss out on the encouragement 
this book can be to you! You’re going to 
love it.”—Leslie Parrott, author of The 
Parent You Want to Be

“I so wish I’d had this book when my sons 
were growing up.”—Susie Larson, nation-
al radio host; speaker; and author of Your 
Beautiful Purpose and Growing Grateful Kids

REPACK

REPACK
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ALSO AVAILABLE

88 Great Daddy- 
Daughter Dates
978-0-8007-2911-0

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Rob Teigen was a publishing 
professional for more than 
twenty years and is the author 
of the bestselling Laugh-Out-
Loud Jokes for Kids series 
(under the pseudonym Rob 
Elliott). He and his wife,  
Joanna Teigen, have celebrat-
ed twenty-five years of marriage 
and have five kids who bring ad-
venture to their lives in West Michigan. Together they 
create resources to encourage couples and families, 
including 88 Great Daddy-Daughter Dates. Learn more 
at www.growinghometogether.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$10.99 each

Powerful Prayers for 
Your Daughter: 
978-0-8007-3542-5
Previously published as 
A Dad’s Prayers for His 
Daughter

Powerful Prayers for 
Your Son: 
978-0-8007-3543-2
Previously published 
as A Mom’s Prayers for 
Her Son

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 36 

Category: RELIGION / 
Christian Life / Family
RELIGION / Prayer
FAMILY & RELATION-
SHIPS / Parenting / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

Parents know that their children need their prayers. But sometimes, they aren’t sure 
where to start. For moms and dads who long to lift their kids up in prayer, Powerful 

Prayers for Your Daughter and Powerful Prayers for Your Son offer hope, encouragement, 
and practical help.

Rob and Joanna Teigen assure parents that just because they don’t always understand 
their son or daughter, that doesn’t mean that God doesn’t. Collecting specific prayers 
parents can use, along with stories from other parents about how God has answered 
their prayers, Rob and Joanna give readers a strong foundation to build a lifelong habit of 
praying for their kids. They also explain what boys and girls need to learn as they grow up, 
including character, courage, modesty, self-control, forgiveness, and more, so parents can 
pray for every part of their kids’ lives.

Powerful Prayers for  
 Your Daughter

Powerful Prayers for 
 Your Son
Rob and Joanna Teigen

 • Powerful Prayers for Your 
Daughter teaches parents how 
to pray for their daughters on 
topics such as character, rela-
tionships, and body image

 • Powerful Prayers for Your Son 
teaches parents how to pray 
for their sons on topics such as 
character, courage, self-con-
trol, and forgiveness

 • Each book includes contribu-
tions from prominent Chris-
tian authors and nearly 100 
Scripture-based prayers

Learn to Pray Effectively for Every 
Aspect of Your Child’s Life
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Karen O’Connor is the 
award-winning writer of more 
than 50 books. She is a popular 
speaker, instructor, and con-
sultant who has appeared on 
many national and international 
television and radio programs, 
including The 700 Club. She 
has five children and makes her 
home in California.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available
$12.99
978-0-8007-3571-5

trade paper
5¼ x 8
232 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

 • A funny and poignant look at all the senior 
moments that happen as we grow older

 • Readers learn to laugh at all the ups and 
downs of growing old and are reminded that 
no matter what happens, God cares for them

 • More than 90 short pieces by an award-win-
ning writer of more than 50 books

Funny moments, poignant moments, moments we’d rather forget. Like it 
or not, senior moments happen. We might as well laugh about them and 

thank God for the way they add interest to our lives. After all, what would 
life be without the phone ringing faintly from inside the fridge?

Some senior moments are more heartbreaking or embarrassing than 
funny. But in every case, we can take them to the Lord who cares for us. 
Each of the ninety-plus short pieces in this encouraging book contains 
a note to God about a topic of special interest to those who still can’t 
believe we qualify for a senior discount.

Readers will smile, laugh, and maybe even sigh and shed a tear as they 
recognize the unique frustrations and joys that come with getting older.

Help, Lord! I’m Having a 
Senior Moment
Karen O’Connor

Growing Old Isn’t for Sissies!

© Michael Pettrey Photography
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Dr. Gregory L. Jantz is the award-win-
ning and bestselling author of many 
books, including Controlling Your Anger 
before It Controls You. 
Dr. Tim Clinton is president of the 
American Association of Christian 
Counselors (AACC), and executive 
director of the Center for Counseling 
and Family Studies. 
Ann McMurray has coauthored sev-
eral books, including Controlling Your 
Anger before It Controls You.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 22
$5.99
978-0-8007-2958-5

mass market
4¼ x 7
224 pages
Case Quantity: 60

Category: SELF-HELP / Codependency
RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & 
Marriage
RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Don’t Call It Love

Drs. Jantz and Clinton help readers unravel why they’re drawn back to 
the same types of unfulfilling relationships over and over again. Readers 

learn how to break the cycle of relationship dependency, focus on finding 
wholeness as unique individuals, and discover the key to finding a healthy 
relationship that lasts.

Am I Codependent?
Dr. Gregory L. Jantz and Dr. Tim Clinton,  
with Ann McMurray

Free Yourself to Have Healthy 
Relationships

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Wayne Cordeiro is founding pas-
tor of New Hope Christian Fellowship 
in Honolulu, Hawaii, with more than 
14,500 in weekly attendance as well 
as an author, songwriter, and highly 
sought-after speaker. Wayne and his 
wife, Anna, split their time between 
Hawaii and Eugene, Oregon, where 
they have a family farm.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 22
$5.99
978-0-8007-3510-4

mass market
4¼ x 7
144 pages
Case Quantity: 60

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / 
Inspirational
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal 
Growth
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Attitudes That 
Attract Success

Pastor Wayne Cordeiro asks readers, “Does your cup runneth over, or is life 
running you over?” In this insightful book, he shares the keys to abundant 

living, outlining practical steps readers can take to develop perspectives that 
can change their lives. Readers discover the common mistakes people make 
without realizing it; what separates successful from unsuccessful people; 
how to see people as God sees them; and how to change the way they think.

Powerful Attitudes  
for a Successful Life
Dr. Wayne Cordeiro

Learn How to Live a More 
Successful Life
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Alister McGrath is the Andreas Idreos Professor of Science and Religion at Oxford 
University and director of the Ian Ramsey Centre for Science and Religion. He holds 
Oxford doctorates in the natural sciences, intellectual history, and Christian theology. 
McGrath has written extensively on the interaction of science and Christian theology 
and is the author of many books, including the international bestseller The Dawkins 
Delusion? Atheist Fundamentalism and the Denial of the Divine (SPCK, 2007) and the 
market-leading textbook Christian Theology: An Introduction (Wiley, 2016). McGrath also 
serves as the Gresham Professor of Divinity, a public professorship in the City of London, 
established in 1597, that promotes the public engagement of theology with the leading 
issues of the day.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$16.99
978-0-8010-9422-4

trade paper
6 x 9
208 pages
Case Quantity: 36 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Discipleship
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics
Rights: USA and Canada only (SPCK)

 • Alister McGrath is an internationally respected 
theologian and apologist

 • Offers a vision of discipleship as a process of 
growth in wisdom that informs our entire lives

 • Draws on the insights of writers such as  
C. S. Lewis, John Stott, Dorothy L. Sayers,  
and J. I. Packer

In exploring Christian discipleship, Alister McGrath encourages readers 
to move beyond a superficial grasp of their faith to discover its depth 

and riches. He equips readers to grow in wisdom and develop an accurate 
Christian worldview that informs the way they think, imagine, and act. 

Helpfully drawing on the insights of other illuminating writers, including 
Dorothy L. Sayers, C. S. Lewis, John Stott, and J. I. Packer, McGrath offers 
counsel on holding on to hope while journeying through darkness and on 
how to live meaningfully in a world in which things don’t always seem to 
make sense.

Mere Discipleship
Alister E. McGrath

A Theologically Rich  
Exploration of Discipleship
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Fierce Marriage
978-0-8010-7530-8

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Ryan and Selena Frederick 
created FierceMarriage.com in 
2013 when they felt God calling 
them to share, with brutal 
transparency, the struggles God 
had helped them overcome. 
Since then, Fierce Marriage 
has grown into a thriving online 
community with hundreds of 
thousands of readers each 
month. Ryan and Selena have two  
daughters and live in Tacoma, Washington.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: December 4

Curriculum Kit
$44.99
978-0-8010-9392-0
6 ¼ x 93⁄8

DVD
$24.99
978-0-8010-9391-3
6 sessions
Case Quantity: 30

Participant’s Guide
$9.99
978-0-8010-9390-6
trade paper
6 x 9
80 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: RELIGION / 
Christian Life / Love & 
Marriage
RELIGION / Christian Life / 
Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

 • Helps readers dive into core issues of marriage 
and understand the power of the gospel to 
turn challenges into joys that last a lifetime

 • Offers couples personal and practical lessons 
for applying biblical concepts to improve their 
own marriages

 • Study guide and DVD include six sessions 
ideal for small groups, churches, or premarital 
classes

F ierce Marriage is a call to couples to put Christ at the center of their 
marriage, measuring everything they do and say to each other against 

what Christ did for them. Now this powerful book is accompanied by an 
equally powerful curriculum designed for small groups and couples.

With passionate personal stories and practical, gospel-centered advice, 
Ryan and Selena Frederick help participants handle five key areas of 
marriage: priorities, communication, money, sex, and conflict. Their hopeful 
approach will help couples to see marriage as not just a relationship they 
should try to keep healthy but also one worth fighting for—in every situation.

Fierce Marriage 
Curriculum Kit, DVD, and 
Participant’s Guide
Ryan and Selena Frederick

Study Resources for Building  
Christ-Centered Marriages
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Katharina and Martin Luther
978-0-8010-7794-4
50 Women Every Christian 
Should Know
978-0-8010-1587-8

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Michelle DeRusha is 
the author of 50 Women 
Every Christian Should Know, 
Spiritual Misfit, and Katharina 
and Martin Luther, which is a fi-
nalist in the Memoir/Biography 
category for the 2018 Christian 
Book Awards. She publishes 
a monthly column on religion 
and spirituality for the Lincoln 
Journal Star and writes about faith in the everyday on 
her blog, www.michellederusha.com. She lives with 
her husband and their two boys in Lincoln, Nebraska. 

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$15.99
978-0-8010-7791-3

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • A frequent columnist, speaker, and blogger, 
DeRusha has written for Huff Post Religion and 
CT Women

 • “[DeRusha] writes with unassuming verve and 
charm reminiscent of Anne Lamott.”—Library 
Journal

 • Guides readers on a journey beyond the striv-
ing, noise, and busyness of their lives toward 
uncovering their true selves

Many of us are bent on producing and achieving, striving and hustling 
for our self-worth. Beneath this relentless drive churns a deep yearn-

ing to uncover our true selves and our purpose in this world. Gardeners famil-
iar with the technique called “pruning open” know that the secret to healthy 
plants and trees lies in subtracting rather than adding. Similarly, we begin to 
flourish as we let go of our false selves and allow God to prune us open.

With powerful stories and revealing research, Michelle DeRusha 
helps readers:

 • learn how to declutter their hearts, minds, and souls through  
the practice of directed rest

 • let go of busyness, striving, and false identities to embrace 
their truest selves as beloved children of God

 • grow in their relationships, vocations, communities, and 
intimacy with God

True You offers those exhausted by the pervasive do-more, be-more 
messages of our society a path toward rest, renewal, and, ultimately, 
wholeness in Christ.

True You
Michelle DeRusha

Shed Inauthenticity and Become  
Your True, God-Created Self
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

D. A. Carson (PhD, University of Cam-
bridge) is research professor of New 
Testament at Trinity Evangelical Divinity 
School in Deerfield, Illinois, and is the 
author or editor of more than 50 books, 
including The God Who Is There and 
How Long, O Lord? He is one of the 
founders of The Gospel Coalition and 
an active guest lecturer in academic 
and church settings around the world.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$17.99
978-0-8010-9340-1

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
272 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Biblical Studies / 
New Testament
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Paul’s 
Letters
Rights: USA and Canada only  
(Paternoster)

Eschewing extremes, Bible scholar D. A. Carson explores the controversial 
subject of the role of the Holy Spirit in the life of a believer and in the life 

of the church. Unpacking 1 Corinthians 12–14, as well as touching on rele-
vant passages in Acts, Carson faithfully follows the evidence of the text and 
offers an honest look at the strengths and weaknesses of both charismatic 
and non-charismatic viewpoints.

Showing the Spirit
D. A. Carson

A Biblical Study of Spiritual Gifts 
and the Holy Spirit

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

D. A. Carson (PhD, University of Cam-
bridge) is research professor of New 
Testament at Trinity Evangelical Divinity 
School in Deerfield, Illinois, and is the 
author or editor of more than 50 books, 
including The God Who Is There and 
How Long, O Lord? He is one of the 
founders of The Gospel Coalition and 
an active guest lecturer in academic 
and church settings around the world.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$16.99
978-0-8010-9395-1

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Biblical Studies / 
New Testament
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Paul’s 
Letters
Rights: Not to the EU (Paternoster)

Bible scholar D. A. Carson unpacks 2 Corinthians 10–13, Paul’s call for 
us to embrace discipline and obedience, as well as his thoughts on the 

nature of spiritual boasting and false leadership in the church. Through Paul 
we explore the struggles, opportunities, and intentions of a Christian under 
fire, journeying with him as he seeks to guide the Corinthian church and 
speak to us as well.

A Model of Christian Maturity
D. A. Carson

A Call to Leaders to Embrace 
Discipline and Obedience

9 7 8 0 8 0 1 0 9 3 4 0 19 7 8 0 8 0 1 0 9 3 9 5 1
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

R. C. Sproul (1939–2017) was founder 
of Ligonier Ministries, executive editor 
of Tabletalk magazine, a prolific author, 
and founding pastor of Saint Andrew’s 
Chapel in Sanford, Florida. His radio 
program, Renewing Your Mind, is still 
broadcast daily on hundreds of radio 
stations around the world and can also 
be heard online.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$17.99
978-0-8010-7784-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / 
Social Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide
Previously published as Lifeviews

The great challenge for the Christian in a post-Christian context is how to 
impact this fallen world with our faith. In Making a Difference, beloved 

theologian R. C. Sproul shows readers how to confront today’s moral and 
social issues with an effective biblical response. Dr. Sproul first examines the 
major philosophies that affect the way Americans think and act—secularism, 
existentialism, humanism, and pragmatism—and then presents ideas on how 
to apply a biblical perspective to spheres of public life that need the Chris-
tian’s influence today: economics, science, art and literature, and government.

Making a Difference
R. C. Sproul

Make a Difference in  
Culture for Christ

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kyle Idleman is teaching pastor at 
Southeast Christian Church in Louisville, 
Kentucky, and the bestselling and 
award-winning author of Not a Fan as 
well as Grace Is Greater.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available
$3.99
978-0-8010-9364-7

mass market
4 x 6¾ 
80 pages
Case Quantity: 148

Category: RELIGION / Christian  
Ministry / Evangelism
RELIGION / Holidays / Easter & Lent
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
Rights: Worldwide

We all carry burdens of guilt and shame. We’re weighed down, con-
stantly reminded of where we’ve fallen short. But the truth is we’re 

carrying around something that isn’t ours. Our sins and shortcomings belong 
to Jesus. He carried them to the cross. He paid our debt. And he wanted to 
make sure we knew it.

In this book, readers discover the seven last sayings of Christ from the 
cross—both what he said and what his words mean for our lives today—so 
that they can lay their burdens at the foot of the cross and receive God’s 
unsurpassable grace.

Grace from the Cross
Kyle Idleman

Experience Revival and Renewal 
through God’s Grace
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Nelson Searcy is the founding 
and lead pastor of The Journey 
Church. He is the bestselling 
author of many books, including 
The Generosity Ladder, 
Maximize, Connect, Ignite, and 
Launch. He is the founder of 
ChurchLeaderInsights.com and 
the Renegade Pastors Network. 
Searcy lives with his wife and 
son in Boca Raton, Florida.

Jennifer Dykes Henson is a 
writer, wife, and mom to two 
young girls. She has coauthored 
several bestselling books, 
including The Generosity Ladder 
and Tongue Pierced. Previously, 
Henson worked with Dr. Charles 
Stanley as the marketing 
communications manager for In 
Touch Ministries. She lives with 
her family in Atlanta, Georgia.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$14.99
978-0-8010-9330-2

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
208 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal 
Growth
HEALTH & FITNESS / Healthy Living
SELF-HELP / Spiritual
Rights: Worldwide

 • Provides readers with a systematic way to get 
healthy and step into God’s best for them

 • Author’s Baker books have sold nearly 300,000 
copies

 • Author will launch a church-wide campaign 
based on the book and provide materials/
content for other churches to do the same, 
similar to what was done for The Generosity 
Ladder, which has sold over 150,000

How many of us are living up to our full, God-given potential? What’s 
holding us back—and how can we overcome it?

These are the questions Nelson Searcy and Jennifer Dykes Henson 
want us to ask—and answer—with the help of The New You. With 
energy and enthusiasm, the authors take a holistic view of health that en-
compasses the physical, spiritual, emotional, and mental areas of our lives, 
giving us proven, systematic ways to dramatically improve each. Readers 
come away with specific strategies to

 • lose weight 
 • get more sleep
 • lower stress

 • nurture better relationships
 • connect with God
 • and much more

Anyone who wants to trade in the frustration of average living and less-
than health for the hallmarks of the new life God promises will find The 
New You an effective personal guide for the journey.

The New You
Nelson Searcy and Jennifer Dykes Henson

Steps to Becoming  
Whole, Healthy, and Happy
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Free of Me
978-0-8010-7523-0

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sharon Hodde Miller is a 
pastor’s wife and a mother to 
two small boys. In addition to 
earning her PhD, Sharon has 
blogged at SheWorships.com 
for nearly ten years, making 
God’s Word accessible to wom-
en everywhere. She has been 
a regular contributor to Propel 
and Her.meneutics, and has 
written for Relevant, Christianity Today, (in)courage, 
She Reads Truth, and many other publications and 
blogs. She speaks regularly on topics ranging from 
leadership to body image to Scripture. She lives with 
her family in the Raleigh/Durham area.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 5

Curriculum Kit
$44.99
978-0-8010-7817-0
6¼ x 93⁄8
Case Quantity: 

DVD
$24.99
978-0-8010-7816-3
5 sessions
Case Quantity: 30

Participant’s Guide
$9.99
978-0-8010-7815-6
trade paper
6 x 9
80 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: RELIGION / 
Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life /  
Personal Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / 
Women’s Issues
Rights: Worldwide

 • In a “selfie” culture, author gives women a 
rock-solid, Christ-centered foundation for 
dealing with insecurity

 • Author is regular contributor for Her.meneutics 
and has written for Christianity Today, Propel, 
The Exchange, Relevant, 31, and (in)courage

 • Study guide and DVD include 5 sessions ideal 
for small groups and women’s ministry use

Our me-centered culture affects every area of our lives—our friendships, 
our marriages, even our faith. The self-focused life robs our joy, shrinks 

our souls, and is the reason we never quite break free of insecurity.
Now churches and small groups can together heed the call to a bigger, 

Jesus-centered vision of life—one that restores our freedom and inspires 
us to live for more. Free of Me helps participants 

 • identify the secret source of insecurity 
 • understand how self-focus sabotages seven areas of our lives
 • learn four practical steps for focusing on God and others
 • experience freedom from the burden of self-focus

Anyone yearning for a purpose bigger than “project me” will cherish this 
paradigm-shifting message of true fulfillment.

Free of Me  
Curriculum Kit, DVD, and 
Participant’s Guide
Sharon Hodde Miller

Learn How to Develop a Christ-Centered 
Focus to Deal with Insecurity
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Culture Shock
978-0-8010-1729-2
Good to Great in God’s Eyes, 
rev. & updated ed.
978-0-8010-1963-0
The Invisible War, updated 
& exp. ed.
978-0-8010-1856-5
Love, Sex, and Lasting Rela-
tionships, rev. & updated ed.
978-0-8010-1707-0
The Real God
978-0-8010-1889-3
The Real Heaven
978-0-8010-1859-6
Why I Believe
978-0-8010-7441-7

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Chip Ingram is the senior 
pastor of Venture Christian 
Church in Los Gatos, Califor-
nia, and teaching pastor and 
president of Living on the Edge, 
an international teaching and 
discipleship ministry. A pastor 
for over thirty years, Chip is the 
author of many books, including 
Culture Shock, The Real Heav-
en, The Real God, The Invisible War, and Love, Sex, 
and Lasting Relationships. Chip and his wife, Theresa, 
have four grown children and twelve grandchildren 
and live in California.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 5
$21.99
978-0-8010-7455-4

hardcover
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & 
Marriage
RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

 • Bestselling author has a multimedia ministry 
that reaches more than 1 million listeners a 
week

 • Sales of Chip Ingram’s previous books exceed 
725,000

 • Explores God’s biblical design for marriage 
and the roles of husband and wife

When it comes to marriage these days, anything goes. No wonder you 
can find a book on marriage from every perspective—or no perspec-

tive. How can you experience a great marriage that lasts? What works?
This book answers that question by shining a light on the biblical design for 

marriage. In a world of sexual and relational confusion, isn’t it time to consult 
the One who created marriage? Author and pastor Chip Ingram, with his char-
acteristic compassion, transparency, and engaging storytelling, discusses

 • what marriage really is
 • the biblical model
 • a man’s unique role in marriage
 • a woman’s unique role in marriage
 • the bigger picture of why God created marriage

A marriage that works, says Ingram, is more wonderful than you thought 
possible and harder than you imagined—but worth the work. Couples will 
learn the power of making a covenant with their spouse and fulfilling their 
design in an atmosphere of respect, resulting in the spiritual, psychological, 
emotional, and physical oneness they long to have with each other.

Marriage That Works
Chip Ingram

God’s Prescription  
for a Great Marriage
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Remarkable!
978-0-8010-1883-1

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Randy Ross is founder and 
CEO (Chief Enthusiasm Officer) 
of Remarkable! A master of cul-
tural transformation, Dr. Ross 
has a unique understanding 
of employee engagement and 
offers practical solutions for 
increasing both team morale 
and performance. The author of 
Remarkable!, he has traveled 
throughout the United States and internationally as 
a speaker, consultant, and coach, building teams and 
developing leaders. He lives in Georgia.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 5
$24.99
978-0-8010-9393-7

hardcover
5½ x 8½ 
272 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Leadership
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal Success
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success 
Rights: Worldwide

 • Unpacks four key principles to cultivate 
healthy relationships, develop strong teams, 
reduce turnover, and grow businesses

 • Author is a leadership expert, specializing in 
building strong teams and developing leaders, 
and has consulted with numerous Fortune 
500 companies

 • Remarkable! has sold nearly 50,000 copies

Relationships are at the core of our lives. They shape and refine our char-
acter. They influence our worldview. They’re not just important to us as 

human beings—they’re crucial. So it should come as no surprise that healthy 
relationships are the heart of a successful business or organization. And yet, 
many organizational cultures do not promote healthy relationships. Those 
that do find that they enjoy greater effectiveness, reputation, and loyalty.

In Relationomics, Dr. Randy Ross lays out the principles and practices 
that will help readers develop and sustain the kind of relationships that 
can build their business and energize their team, including how to

 • become a value creator
 • master the art of giving and receiving helpful feedback
 • dramatically decrease employee turnover
 • lead beyond self-interest
 • and much more

Whether you are building teams in a corporate setting or looking to 
build better friendships personally, the principles in this book will guide 
you toward becoming a healthier individual who attracts and builds 
healthy relationships.

Relationomics
Dr. Randy Ross

Discover How Healthy Relationships 
Catalyze Growth
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Scott Kedersha is the 
director of marriage ministry at 
Watermark Community Church, 
where he has served on the 
marriage team for more than 
12 years. Through this ministry, 
he has helped more than 5,000 
couples answer the question, 

“Ready or Knot?” He lives in the 
Dallas area with his wife and 
four sons. Learn more at www.scottkedersha.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 5
$14.99
978-0-8010-7793-7

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 36 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Love & 
Marriage
RELIGION / Christian Life / Relationships
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Marriage & Long-Term 
Relationships
Rights: Worldwide

 • Provides key biblical principles about crucial 
issues: money, sex, faith, communication, and 
conflict resolution

 • Author is director of marriage ministry at 
Watermark Community church and has coun-
seled more than 5,000 premarital couples

 • Includes stories of real couples and the deci-
sions they made (or wish they had made)

The wedding day is just one day in the life of a couple. But God’s design 
is for marriage to last a lifetime. So how can someone know that the 

person they’re with is the one they can truly build a life with—especially 
when so few marriages around them work? 

Pastor Scott Kedersha has worked with more than 5,000 premarital 
couples to prepare them for the biggest decision of their lives. In Ready 
or Knot? he offers practical and Christ-centered guidance for couples for 
all of the days after the wedding day. Through authentic stories from real 
couples about the decisions they made (or wish they’d made), Scott asks 
the hard questions so his readers can break free from the watered-down 
Hollywood version of marriage and build their lives together on the right 
foundation—the unchanging Word of God. 

Ready or Knot?
Scott Kedersha

Key Questions to Answer  
before You Say “I Do”
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Dreaming with God
978-0-8010-7299-4

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Sarah Beth Marr is the author 
of Dreaming with God and 
danced professionally for more 
than fifteen years as a ballerina. 
She now encourages women 
in the dance of life and faith 
through her writing, speaking 
at MOPS International groups 
and women’s events, and 
teaching the Word. She and her 
husband, Brian, have three sons and live in Dallas, 
Texas. Learn more at www.sarahbethmarr.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 5
$15.99
978-0-8010-7309-0

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author speaks at women’s events and MOPS 
groups, and blogs regularly

 • Easy-to-use 30-day structure

 • Helps women develop a regular practice of 
withdrawing from busyness to realign and 
refresh their hearts, minds, and souls

How many of us find ourselves constantly busy and, deep down, 
constantly soul-weary? By striving to keep up our busy pace, we can 

easily miss out on a deeper connection with God. So many of us are over-
whelmed and underfed. But there is hope.

In this inspiring and practical book, Sarah Beth Marr helps women 
develop a regular practice of withdrawing from busyness to realign and 
refresh their hearts, minds, and souls. She helps them

 • discover Scripture that will lead them to peace
 • connect with God on a deeper level
 • run to God rather than other things that do not satisfy
 • experience less stress and more contentment
 • be fully present in their lives

Any woman who feels distracted, burnt out, depleted, or overwhelmed 
will find in Marr a gentle and uplifting guide to greater personal peace and 
simplicity.

Whispers and Wildflowers
Sarah Beth Marr

Tune into God’s Steady Peace  
and Find Refreshment in Him

© Meshali Mitchell
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ABOUT THE GENERAL EDITOR

Mark L. Strauss (PhD, University of Aberdeen) has 
a passion for teaching the Bible and has taught prin-
ciples for reading and applying the Bible to students 
in undergraduate, graduate, and church settings. He 
is professor of New Testament at Bethel Seminary 
and the author of several books, including How to 
Read the Bible in Changing Times: Understanding and 
Applying God’s Word Today and Four Portraits, One 
Jesus: An Introduction to Jesus and the Gospels.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 19

casebound
$34.99
978-0-8010-1626-4

Navy, Compass Design 
LeatherTouch
$49.99
978-0-8010-1627-1

Teal, Compass Design 
LeatherTouch
$49.99
978-0-8010-1628-8

53⁄8 x 8¼  
1,712 pages
Case Quantity: 12

Category: BIBLES / 
Christian Standard Bible / 
Youth & Teen
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker 978-0-8010-7822-4

Every passage in the Bible tells us something about who God is, who we are as those 
created in his image, and what God’s purpose is for us and for the world. By reading it, 

we learn to discern his heart. When we know his heart, we begin to think in line with his 
purpose. This Bible provides teens with the tools to get to know God better.

 • Book introductions that point out the heart of God in each book
 • Short reading sections that each begin with a Setting the Stage summary
 • At the end of each reading section, a Seeing the Heart of God section draws 

out the message of the passage and helps teens apply its truths to their lives
 • Biographical Snapshots profile people in the Bible to show how God uses 

ordinary people to do extraordinary things
 • Behind the Scenes sections provide key historical and cultural information
 • Big Questions address some of the hard questions and difficulties found in the Bible
 • Encountering God articles explore God’s relationships with biblical people and 

how he relates to us today
God’s purpose in giving the Bible to us was to establish, nurture, and grow a relationship 

with us. With this teen study Bible, young people will grow in their personal relationship 
with God and learn to discern his heart in the constantly changing circumstances of life.

CSB Heart of God  
Teen Study Bible
Mark L. Strauss, gen. ed

 • Guides young people through 
Scripture with a focus on con-
necting with God and under-
standing his character

 • 2600+ articles and features 
explain the Scriptures, 
address difficult issues, and 
explore how God relates to 
his people today

 • General editor Mark Strauss is a 
highly respected scholar, author, 
and professor of New Testament 
at Bethel Seminary

 • Lifeway is supporting the CSB 
translation with a $6 million 
marketing and promotion 
campaign

New Study Bible Helps Teens Explore 
God’s Word and Understand His Heart
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ALSO AVAILABLE

KJV Study Bible for Boys 
(hardcover)
978-0-8010-1848-0
KJV Study Bible for Girls 
(hardcover)
978-0-8010-1852-7

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Larry Richards (1931–2016) held a BA in philosophy 
from the University of Michigan, a ThM in Christian 
education from Dallas Theological Seminary, and 
a PhD in religious education and social psychology 
from Garrett Biblical Seminary and Northwestern 
University jointly. He taught in the Wheaton College 
Graduate School, served as a minister of Christian 
education, and wrote more than 200 books.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 19

KJV Study Bible for 
Boys:

Ocean/Navy 
LeatherTouch
$39.99
978-0-8010-9376-0
53⁄8 x 8¼  
1,328 pages
Case Quantity: 16

Olive/Brown  
LeatherTouch
$39.99
978-0-8010-9377-7
53⁄8 x 8¼  
1,328 pages
Case Quantity: 16

KJV Study Bible for 
Girls:

Pink Pearl/Gray, Vine 
Design LeatherTouch
$39.99
978-0-8010-9379-1
53⁄8 x 8¼  
1,312 pages
Case Quantity: 16

Silver/Teal, Butterfly 
Design LeatherTouch
$39.99
978-0-8010-9380-7
53⁄8 x 8¼  
1,312 pages
Case Quantity: 16

Category: BIBLES / King James Version / Children
BIBLES / King James Version / General
Rights: Worldwide

In these red-letter King James Version study Bibles designed especially for them, boys and girls 
can discover God’s truths and how to develop true Christian character. These Bibles feature study 

notes, profiles, and devotions designed for the interests of boys and girls ages 8–12, such as
 • Book Introductions. Descriptive features that highlight contents of each book
 • Good Morning, God. Brief devotionals tied to specific Bible passages that encour-

age children to read, think, and pray about their personal lives and relationships
 • Genuine Heroes and Heroines. Biographical sketches of persons whose lives 

and actions display traits boys and girls can admire and emulate
 • Men’s World and Women’s World. Details what life was like in Bible times
 • Be All You Can Be. Challenges boys and girls to act appropriately, make right 

decisions, and choose worthwhile values
 • Drawings, illustrations, and maps. Supplements to assist understanding of 

the Bible in proper context
With packaging designed for each gender, boys and girls will be excited to jump into the 

study of the Bible, developing spiritual disciplines that will serve them well in the future.

KJV Study Bible for Boys

KJV Study Bible for Girls
Larry Richards, gen. ed.

 • Designed for boys and girls 
ages 8–12, with age- and 
stage-appropriate features to 
help them discover spiritual 
truths and develop Christian 
character

 • Features include: table of 
weights and measures, Bible 
Promises, miracles of Jesus, 
major parables of Jesus, appli-
cation index, dictionary/con-
cordance, reading plans, and 
full color maps

 • Developed by Dr. Larry Rich-
ards, a respected Christian 
educator and Bible developer

Helping Boys and Girls Discover Spiritual Truths 

and Develop Strong Christian Character
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EXCERPT 

In order to grow with children as 
they emerge into young adulthood, 
parents need to learn to adapt 
seamlessly to the new roles suited 
for each of these critical develop-
mental stages:

Learners
In the midst of rapid physical, emotional, 
relational, intellectual, and spiritual growth 
and change, learners are increasingly aware 
of their abilities, flaws, and possibilities. 

Explorers
Often venturing for the first time away from 
home or home-oriented routines to pursue 
their goals, relationships, and beliefs, explor-
ers feel excited about the future yet unsure 
about themselves.

Focusers
Having developed a clearer sense of who they 
are and having likely made educational, voca-
tional, and relational choices that set them on 
particular trajectories, most focusers feel on 
track with life. Yet some still feel behind.

Parents as Teachers
Lead their kids by teaching them how to 
integrate new ideas, skills, and competen-
cies into the frameworks and paradigms their 
teenagers already possess. This role requires 
parents to be patient, attentive, available, 
interested, and encouraging.

Parents as Guides
Accompany their kids as their kids articulate 
their own journeys and goals. This role 
requires wisdom to know when to encourage 
independence and when to offer proactive 
support during trickier life scenarios. This role 
recognizes the changing yet potentially positive 
relationship that can develop with their kids.

Parents as Resourcers
Intersect with their kids’ lives during 
crucial points. This role requires parents to 
exercise patience, offer perspective, and 
preserve their relationships with their kids 
even if their kids’ beliefs, values, or goals 
diverge from their own.
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Growing Young
978-0-8010-1925-8

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Kara Powell is the executive director of the 
Fuller Youth Institute and a faculty member at Fuller 
Theological Seminary. Named by Christianity Today 
as one of “50 Women to Watch,” Kara is the author 
or coauthor of several books, including Sticky Faith 
and Growing Young, and a regular speaker at national 
leadership and youth ministry conferences across the 
country. Kara and her husband, Dave, are regularly 
inspired by all the learning and laughter that comes 
from growing with their three teenage and young 
adult children.
Steven Argue is associate professor of youth, 
family, and culture at Fuller Theological Seminary 
and applied research strategist at the Fuller Youth 
Institute. He also serves on the board for the Associ-
ation of Youth Ministry Educators. Steve researches, 
speaks, and writes regularly on topics surrounding 
adolescence, emerging adulthood, faith, and spiritual 
struggle. He and his wife, Jen, love being the parents 
of three emerging adult daughters.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 5
$22.99
978-0-8010-1926-5

hardcover
5½ x 8½ 
272 pages
Case Quantity: 20 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Family
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS / Parenting / General
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Youth
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker  978-0-8010-7821-7

Many parents of a teenager or young adult feel as though they’re guessing about what 
to do next—with mixed results. We want to stay connected with our maturing child, 

but we’re not sure how. And deep down, we fear our child doesn’t want or need us.
Based on brand-new research and interviews with remarkable families, Growing With 

equips parents to take steps toward their teenagers and young adults in a mutual journey 
of intentional growth that trusts God to transform them all. By highlighting three ground-
breaking family strategies, authors Kara Powell and Steven Argue show parents that it’s 
never too early or too late to

 • accept the child you have, not the child you wish you had 
 • work toward solutions rather than only identifying problems
 • develop empathy that nudges rather than judges
 • fight for your child, not against them
 • connect your children with a faith and church big enough  

to handle their doubts and struggles
 • dive into tough discussions about dating, career, and finances
 • and unleash your child’s passions and talents to change our world

For any parent who longs for their kids to keep their roots even as they spread their 
wings, Growing With offers practical help and hope for the days—and years—ahead.

Growing With
Kara Powell and Steven Argue

 • Permeated with groundbreak-
ing new research and real-life, 
honest stories about the chal-
lenges and joys of parenting 
today’s teenagers and young 
adults

 • Gives parents three revolu-
tionary strategies for helping 
their teenage and young adult 
children grow up—without 
growing apart from their family 
or faith

 • Showcases a menu of practical 
and positive parenting ideas 
that inspire both kids and par-
ents to grow

 • Author’s previous book, Grow-
ing Young, was one of the 
top-selling books in Amazon’s 

“church leadership” category and 
has sold nearly 50,000 copies

New Parenting Paradigm to Help Young Adults 

Navigate Faith, Family, and Their Future
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EXCERPT

When our back is against the 
wall, or our rope has run out, we 
feel we need to be encouraged. 
When we are struggling and hurting, 
we want someone to comfort us. 
But what if what we really need is 
strength, not sympathy? What if we 
want someone to feel sorry for us 
but we need someone to challenge 
us? When we feel like quitting—
when we feel weak, beaten down, 
or overwhelmed by the challenges 
we face—we may want a little 
comfort, but what we need is a boost 
of courage. 

As a pastor, I’ve discovered the one 
thing people often need to hear me 
say, in one way or another, is “Don’t 
give up.” 

There are plenty of ways to word it: 
Keep going. Don’t stop. Hang on. Hold 
fast. Stand firm. Stay strong. Never quit. 
Now is not the time to tap out, bail out, 
or bow out. 

Someone who is dealing with grief 
needs to hear it differently than some-
one who is struggling with guilt. 

Someone who is walking out needs 
to hear it differently than the someone 
who is being walked out on. 

Someone who is angry needs to 
hear it differently than someone who is 
addicted.     

Someone who is scared needs to hear 
it differently than someone who is sick. 

Someone who is desperate needs to 
hear it differently than someone who is 
different. 

So sometimes I say it firmly—Don’t. 
Give. Up.

Sometimes I say it gently, almost in a 
whisper—Don’t give up.

Sometimes I say it passionately—
DON’T GIVE UP!

Sometimes I say it repeatedly—Don’t 
give up. Don’t give up. 

But it always needs to be said.
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Grace Is Greater
978-0-8010-1941-8

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Kyle Idleman is teaching 
pastor at Southeast Christian 
Church in Louisville, Kentucky, 
the fifth largest church in 
America, where he speaks to 
more than twenty thousand 
people each weekend. He is 
the bestselling and award-win-
ning author of Not a Fan, as 
well as Gods at War, The End 
of Me, and Grace Is Greater. He is a frequent speaker 
for national conventions and in influential churches 
across the country. Kyle and his wife, DesiRae, have 
four children and live on a farm.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 5
$14.99
978-0-8010-1942-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
208 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
RELIGION / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker 978-0-8010-7820-0

The parent with the wayward child. The couple whose marriage is in jeopardy. The man 
who is out of work. The woman stuck in crushing debt. The patient with a bad diagnosis. 

The student who can’t get a fair shake. People hanging by a thread, losing faith and short 
on strength. What do they all need to hear?

Don’t give up.
Our lives are minefields of challenges that take their toll on our courage, our conviction, 

and even our faith. But God whispers to the weary, Don’t give up. Drawing from inspiring 
biblical stories and first-person testimonies of perseverance, bestselling author and pastor 
Kyle Idleman encourages readers to cast their concerns on God, trust in his love and timing, 
pray for patience and strength, and seek out support in the family of God.

Don’t Give Up
Kyle Idleman

 • Speaks biblically based cour-
age into the lives of people 
who are hurting, giving them 
the strength to never give up

 • Bestselling author with collec-
tive sales of 2.4 million books 
and a social media following 
of more than 100,000 people

 • Author is the pastor of the 
fifth largest church in Ameri-
ca, writing on a core Christian 
topic

 • Uses conversational writing 
style, biblical application, and 
heart-moving stories to make 
God’s courage attainable and 
doable

God-Sized Courage for When You 
Are at the End of Your Rope
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EXCERPT

The kind of freedom I’m talking 
about may sound inconceivable to 
you right now, but I promise, it’s pos-
sible. The first action on the path to 
becoming free to focus is to get clear 
on your objective. We’ve already 
seen that the best objective should 
be to free yourself to focus on what 
matters most to you. Put another 
way, productivity is not about getting 
more things done; it’s about getting 
the right things done. That’s what this 
book is all about, to help you achieve 
more by doing less.

How do we define less? The 
rest of this book will answer that 
question, but basically, we’re talking 
about cutting away all the tasks that 
currently eat up your time that you 
are not passionate about, that are not 
important to you, and, frankly, that 
you’re not any good at. Amazing things 
happen when you start focusing primar-
ily on what you do best and eliminate 
or delegate the rest. You’ll experience 
greater motivation, better results, more 
margin, and genuine satisfaction in your 
work and your life.

Far too often we tailor our lives to 
our work, meaning we allow our work 
to sit in the middle of our schedules 
like a whale in a bathtub. Then we try 
to squeeze everything else in our lives 
around it. I think we’ve got it backward. 
We should design our lives first and 
then tailor our work to meet our lifestyle 
objectives. It’s not farfetched. I work with 
hundreds of entrepreneurs and executives 
each year who do this and hear from thou-
sands more moving that direction. The 
result is not only improved work but also 
greater satisfaction across the board.

NEW
STREET

DATE
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Your Best Year Ever
978-0-8010-7525-4
Living Forward
978-0-8010-1882-4

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Michael Hyatt is the founder 
and CEO of Michael Hyatt 
& Company, a leadership 
development firm specializing 
in transformative live events, 
workshops, and digital and 
physical planning tools. 
Formerly chairman and CEO 
of Thomas Nelson Publish-
ers, Michael is also a New 
York Times, Wall Street Journal, and USA Today 
bestselling author of several books, including Living 
Forward, Your Best Year Ever, and Platform. His work 
has been featured by the Wall Street Journal, Forbes, 
Inc., Fast Company, Businessweek, Entrepreneur, and 
other publications. Michael has been married to his 
wife, Gail, for 40 years. They have five daughters, 
three sons-in-law, and eight grandchildren. They live 
just outside Nashville, Tennessee. Learn more at 
MichaelHyatt.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Street Date: April 9, 2019
$26.99
978-0-8010-7526-1

hardcover
5½ x 8½ 
208 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Leadership
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal Success
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker 978-0-8010-7819-4

Everyone gets 168 hours a week, but it never feels like enough, does it? Work gobbles up the 
lion’s share—many professionals are working as much as 70 hours a week—leaving less 

and less for rest, exercise, family, and friends. You know, all those things that make life great.
Most people think productivity is about finding or saving time. But it’s not. It’s about making 

our time work for us. Just imagine having free time again. It’s not a pipe dream.
In Free to Focus, New York Times bestselling author Michael Hyatt reveals to readers nine 

proven ways to win at work so they are finally free to succeed at the rest of life—their health, 
relationships, hobbies, and more. He helps readers redefine their goals, evaluate what’s working, 
cut out the nonessentials, focus on the most important tasks, manage their time and energy, and 
build momentum for a lifetime of success.

Free to Focus
Michael Hyatt

 • Your Best Year Ever was on 
bestsellers lists for Publishers 
Weekly Hardcover Nonfiction, 
Wall Street Journal Hardcover 
Business, Wall Street Journal 
Hardcover Nonfiction, USA To-
day, and Amazon’s Most Sold

 • Hyatt’s large and active follow-
ing includes more than 500k 
unique monthly visitors to  
MichaelHyatt.com, nearly 300k 
Twitter followers, nearly 300k 
Facebook followers, and more 
than 600k email subscribers

 • Hyatt’s Lead to Win podcast 
has more than 252k monthly 
downloads and is consistently 
a top 100 business download 
each week

Slay Distractions, Reduce Your Task List, 
and Free Yourself from Interruptions
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Insurgence
978-0-8010-7701-2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Frank Viola has helped 
thousands of people around 
the world to deepen their rela-
tionship with Jesus Christ and 
enter into a more vibrant and 
authentic experience of church. 
His mission is to help serious 
followers of Jesus know their Lord more deeply so 
they can experience real transformation and make a 
lasting impact. Viola has written many books on these 
themes, including Insurgence, God’s Favorite Place 
on Earth, From Eternity to Here, and Jesus Manifesto 
(with Leonard Sweet). His blog, frankviola.org, is rated 
as one of the most popular in Christian circles today.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 5
$17.99
978-0-8010-7715-9

trade paper
6 x 9
272 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Theology / History
Rights: Worldwide

 • Gives Christians a brand-new perspective on 
showing grace to fellow believers when they 
disagree over theology or politics

 • This book will be the core ministry resource 
of Deeper Christian Life Network and heavily 
promoted through the author’s online net-
work

 • Bestselling author has a proven track record 
of motivating his audience to purchase from 
retail stores

The church is tired of seeing Christians act ungraciously toward one anoth-
er when they disagree. Social media has added to the carnage. Christians 

routinely block each other on Facebook because of doctrinal disagreements. 
The world watches the blood-letting, and the Christian witness is tarnished. 

But what if every Christian discovered that their favorite teacher in church 
history had blind spots and held to some false—and even shocking—views? 

Bestselling author Frank Viola argues that this simple awareness will 
soften Christians when they interact with each other in the face of theolog-
ical disagreements. In Regrace, he uncovers some of the shocking beliefs 
held by faith giants like C.S. Lewis, Luther, Calvin, Moody, Spurgeon, Wesley, 
Graham, and Augustine—not to downgrade or dismiss them, but to show 
that even “the greats” in church history didn’t get everything right. Knowing 
that the heroes of our faith sometimes got it wrong will empower us to treat 
our fellow Christians with grace rather than disdain whenever we disagree 
over theology.

Regrace
Frank Viola

How the Shocking Beliefs of Great Christians Yesterday 

Model Civility in Our Disagreements Today
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Revitalize
978-0-8010-0750-7

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Andrew M. Davis is pastor of 
First Baptist Church of Durham, 
North Carolina, and a visiting 
professor of church history at 
Southeastern Baptist Theolog-
ical Seminary. Chairman of the 
governance committee of the 
Gospel Coalition, Davis has 
written articles for TGC’s pop-
ular website and has spoken 
in plenary and breakout sessions at TGC’s national 
conference. He is the author of Revitalize and An 
Infinite Journey, named by Tim Challies as one of the 
top ten books of 2014. 

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19
$15.99
978-0-8010-9388-3

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

 • An accessible, modernized reimagining of a 
classic Puritan work on Christian contentment 
and lasting joy

 • Author is well-connected within the Gospel 
Coalition network as a chairman of the gover-
nance committee

 • Includes pastoral and practical insights from 
the author’s twenty years as a pastor 

It may surprise modern Christians that our current problems with discon-
tentedness are anything but new. In 1643, Puritan pastor Jeremiah Bur-

roughs wrote a work titled “The Rare Jewel of Christian Contentment” that 
has as much resonance in our day as it did in his. Now pastor and author 
Andrew M. Davis helps contemporary Christians rediscover the remarkable 
truths found in this largely forgotten work.

With powerful new illustrations and a keen sense of all that makes 
modern Christians restless, Davis challenges readers to confront the 
sources of discontent in their lives and embrace Paul’s teaching on con-
tentment in all circumstances. He gives special attention to maintaining 
contentment through poverty and prosperity, as well as in our marriages, 
and offers tips on teaching children how to be content in an age of smart-
phones and social media.

The Power of Christian 
Contentment
Andrew M. Davis

The Cure to Chronic Restlessness
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Think and Eat Yourself Smart
978-0-8010-7288-8

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Caroline Leaf is the 
author of Switch On Your Brain, 
Think and Eat Yourself Smart, 
and The Perfect You. She is 
an international and national 
conference speaker and is 
frequently interviewed on 
TV stations around the globe. 
Leaf and her husband, Mac, 
live with their four children in 
Dallas and Los Angeles.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19

Curriculum Kit
$54.99
978-0-8010-9353-1
6¼ x 93⁄8

DVD
$24.99
978-0-8010-9352-4
10 sessions
Case Quantity: 30

Workbook
$9.99
978-0-8010-9351-7
lay-flat
6 x 9
80 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: RELIGION / 
Christian Life / General
HEALTH & FITNESS / Diet 
& Nutrition / Nutrition
HEALTH & FITNESS / 
Healthy Living
Rights: Worldwide

 • Based on solid research, Dr. Leaf teaches 
readers what to eat to enhance learning and 
overall brain health

 • Author’s books have sold more than  
1.1 million copies

 • This 10 week study is perfect for small groups

Science is beginning to understand that our thinking has a deep and 
complicated relationship with our eating. Our thoughts before, during, 

and after eating profoundly impact our food choices, our digestive health, 
our brain health, and more. Yet most of us give very little thought to our 
food beyond taste and basic nutritional content.

In this curriculum, Dr. Caroline Leaf helps participants avoid fads and 
focus on their unique nutritional needs and thought patterns in order to 
positively impact their own health through right thinking. Anyone who is 
tired of traditional diet plans that don’t work, who struggles with emo-
tional eating, or who simply isn’t satisfied with their level of health will 
find in this program the key to discovering how they can begin developing 
a healthier body, brain, and spirit. Perfect for small groups who want 
something a little different.

 Think and Eat Yourself Smart  
Curriculum Kit, DVD, and 
Workbook
Dr. Caroline Leaf

You Can Impact Your Health and Wellness
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Favor
978-0-8010-9321-0

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Greg Gilbert (MDiv, Southern 
Seminary) is the author of Favor 
and What Is the Gospel? The 
senior pastor of Third Avenue 
Baptist Church in Louisville, 
Kentucky, he lives with his 
wife, Moriah, and their three 
children in Kentucky, where he 
enjoys basketball, coffee, and 
Thai food.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19
$15.99
978-0-8010-9322-7

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author is endorsed and well respected by top 
names in the Gospel Coalition and 9Marks 
associations

 • Helps readers leave behind perfectionism and 
legalism to focus on following Christ joyfully

Despite our professions of belief, our baptisms, and our membership in 
the church, many of us secretly wonder, Am I truly saved? We worry 

that our love for Jesus isn’t fervent enough (or isn’t as fervent as someone 
else’s). We worry that our faith isn’t strong enough. We struggle through 
the continuing presence of sin in our lives. All this steals the joy of our sal-
vation and can lead us into a life characterized by legalism, perfectionism, 
and works righteousness—the very life Jesus freed us from at the cross!

But Greg Gilbert has a message for the anxious believer—be assured. 
Assured that your salvation experience was real. Assured that your 
sins—past, present, and future—are forgiven. Assured that everyone 
stumbles. Assured that Jesus is not your judge but your advocate. With 
deep compassion, Gilbert comforts readers, encouraging them to release 
their guilt, shame, and anxiety to rejoice in and follow hard after the One 
who set them free.

Assured
Greg Gilbert

How Knowing You Are Saved  
and Loved Changes Everything
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ENDORSEMENTS

“Alia changes how we see and, more importantly, how 
we act. Some people are beautiful writers. Some are 
powerful motivators. Alia is both.”—Lisa-Jo Baker, 
bestselling author of Never Unfriended and Surprised 
by Motherhood

“Alia Joy is a voice in the wilderness that leads us 
back home. Her voice is one our generation needs. 
Her words offer an invitation we can’t afford to 
miss.”—Renee Swope, bestselling author of A 
Confident Heart

“The vulnerability and beauty found in these pages 
will leave you breathless.”—Ann Voskamp, New 
York Times bestselling author of The Broken Way and 
One Thousand Gifts

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Alia Joy is a longtime blogger 
with (in)courage and has writ-
ten for Grace Table, SheLoves 
magazine, Deeper Waters, 
and The Mudroom. One of five 
women featured in the Bible 
study DVD series We Saved 
You a Seat, she lives in Oregon 
with her family, where glory 
and weakness converge daily.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 2
$15.99
978-0-8010-9334-0

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author uses beautiful prose and vulnerable 
storytelling, resulting in writing that is both 
personal and universal

 • Author writes regularly for Dayspring’s pop-
ular (in)courage blog and will be promoted 
through their email list and social media

 • Challenges popular ideas about resilience, 
strength, and a “pull ourselves up by our boot-
straps” mentality that demands we overcome 
weakness

As a girl, Alia Joy came face to face with weakness, poverty, and loss 
in ways that made her doubt God was good. There were times when 

it felt as if God had abandoned her. What she didn’t realize then was that 
God was always there, calling her to abandon herself.

In this deeply personal exploration of what it means to be “poor in 
spirit,” Joy challenges our cultural proclivity to “pull ourselves up by our 
own bootstraps.” She calls on readers to embrace true vulnerability and 
authenticity with God and with one another, showing how weakness does 
not disqualify us from inclusion in the kingdom of God—instead, it is our 
very invitation to enter in.

Anyone who has struggled with feeling inadequate, disillusioned, or just 
too broken will find hope. This message is an antidote to despair, helping 
readers reclaim the ways God is good, even when life is anything but.

Glorious Weakness
Alia Joy

How Weakness Ushers in God’s Presence
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Loving My Actual Life
978-0-8010-0781-1

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Alexandra Kuykendall is the 
author of Loving My Actual Life, 
Loving My Actual Christmas, 
and The Artist’s Daughter and 
the cohost of The Open Door 
Sisterhood podcast. A popular 
writer and speaker for moms 
around the country. Alexandra 
has been featured on Good 
Morning America and Focus 
on the Family’s daily broadcast. She lives in Denver, 
Colorado, with her husband, Derek, and their four 
daughters.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 2
$15.99
978-0-8010-7537-7

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • Gives readers practical ideas for how to be-
gin following Jesus’s command to love your 
neighbor

 • Author has an engaged social media following 
and has a proven track record of motivating 
her audience to purchase from retail

 • More than 60,000 copies of author’s previous 
books sold

As Christians, we know we are called to love our neighbor. We may 
even grasp that “neighbor” encompasses more than just the people 

living next door or down the street. But what we too often don’t know is 
how to begin. How do we love our neighbor? Where do we start? What 
does this look like in our increasingly isolated world?

Following practices outlined in the first chapter of 2 Peter, Alexandra 
Kuykendall lays out the framework for where to begin. From practicing 
humility to listening with understanding to being generous in our relation-
ships, Loving My Actual Neighbor offers practical, start-now steps readers 
can take to love their neighbors. With her approachable, friendly tone 
and down-to-earth advice, Kuykendall has carved out for herself a place 
in the hearts of readers, who will be thrilled to extend her commonsense 
approach into this sphere of their lives.

Loving My Actual 
Neighbor
Alexandra Kuykendall

How to Start Living Jesus’s Command to 
Love Your Neighbor
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ron Kitchens is the senior partner and chief executive officer of Southwest Michigan 
First, which has been named by Outside Magazine and the Wall Street Journal as one of 
the best places to work. One of America’s leading thinkers on business, leadership, and 
entrepreneurism, Ron is the founder of the leadership conference Catalyst University and 
the cofounder of NEXT, an invitation-only leadership symposium for global economic 
development leaders. Ron and his teams have been extensively featured in more than 
100 national and international media outlets, including The Wall Street Journal, Fast 
Company, CBS, NBC, Fox, USA Today, Forbes, Fortune, The Economist, and NPR. Ron 
is author or coauthor of three books, including Community Capitalism. He blogs and 
podcasts at www.ronkitchens.com and can be found on Twitter @ronkitchens.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 2
$22.99
978-0-8010-9374-6

hardcover
5½ x 8½ 
224 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Leadership
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS / Personal Success
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Success
Rights: Worldwide

 • Helps readers draw on their life journeys to 
develop their own unique way of leading

 • Author and his team have been featured in 
Wall Street Journal, Fast Company, Forbes,  
Fortune, The Economist, and others

 • “This is somebody who lives and breathes  
lifting up leaders.”—Jon Acuff

For young professionals and entrepreneurs, there is no shortage of 
gurus, processes, and quick-fix formulas to chase in the quest to grow 

their business, lead their team, and find personal fulfillment. In fact, 
there are so many out there that it’s exhausting. Wouldn’t it be better to 
realize that the leadership lessons we need to learn are not out there 
somewhere, but in here, in our own lives? That instead of becoming a 
knock-off of someone else, we can be uniquely ourselves?

That’s exactly what Ron Kitchens learned, and it’s what he wants 
to share with today’s emerging leaders. Sharing his own journey of 
discovering what his life was trying to teach him through both trials and 
triumphs, Kitchens equips readers to mine their own stories for the 
relationships and life lessons that have made them into the unique 
individuals they are today. He then shows readers how to leverage those 
unique experiences into their own personal leadership style that is authentic, 
one-of-a-kind, and effective in building businesses and leading teams.

Uniquely You
Ron Kitchens

Embrace Your Authentic Way of Leading
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Your God Is Too Glorious
978-0-8010-7566-7

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Chad Bird has served as a 
pastor in the Lutheran Church—
Missouri Synod, as assistant 
professor of Hebrew and 
exegetical theology at Concor-
dia Theological Seminary in Ft. 
Wayne, Indiana, and as a guest 
lecturer at Lutheran Theological 
Seminary in Novosibirsk, Siberia. 
He is the author of several 
books, including Your God Is Too Glorious, and has 
contributed articles to Lutheran Witness, Gottesdienst, 
The Gospel Coalition, Concordia Theological Quarterly, 
Modern Reformation, Mockingbird, Logia, Higher 
Things, and The Federalist. In addition to hosting chad-
bird.com, he is a regular contributor to christholdfast.
org and 1517legacy.com. He lives in Texas.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 2
$15.99
978-0-8010-7567-4

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • A thought-provoking exploration of the 
upside-down teachings of Jesus, who calls 
strengths weakness and failures success

 • Author’s writing style is poetic and provocative

 • Author reaches an engaged audience of 
young believers discontented with popular 
evangelicalism

In our age when the church can too often seem like a poor copy of the world, 
Chad Bird challenges us to reclaim the astounding originality of our ancient, 

backward faith. Where the world stresses the importance of success, Bird 
invites readers to embrace nine specific failures in the areas of our personal 
lives, our relationships, and the church. Why? Because what human wisdom 
deems indispensable is so often an impediment to our spiritual growth, and 
what it deems insignificant is so often essential to it.

With compelling examples from the Bible and today, Bird paints an 
enticing picture of the counterintuitive, countercultural life that God wants 
for us. He helps readers delight in all of the ways that Jesus turned the 
world upside-down, allowing us to experience true freedom, not from our 
weaknesses but in the midst of them.

Upside-Down Spirituality
Chad Bird

The Surprising Freedom Found in the 
Counterintuitive Teachings of Jesus
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ALSO AVAILABLE

The Baker Compact Dictio-
nary of Biblical Studies
978-0-8010-1907-4

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Tremper Longman III (PhD, 
Yale University) is Distin-
guished Scholar and Professor 
Emeritus of Biblical Studies 
at Westmont College in Santa 
Barbara, California. Before 
coming to Westmont, he taught 
at Westminster Theological 
Seminary in Philadelphia 
for eighteen years. He has 
authored or coauthored more than thirty books, 
including An Introduction to the Old Testament, How 
to Read Proverbs, The Lost World of the Flood, and 
commentaries on Genesis, Job, Proverbs, Ecclesias-
tes, Song of Songs, Jeremiah and Lamentations, and 
Daniel.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$19.99
978-0-8010-1911-1

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
304 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apolo-
getics
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / Old 
Testament
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Old Testament
Rights: Worldwide

 • Confronts pressing questions about evolu-
tion, sexuality, history, and violence

 • Longman is a widely respected Old Testament 
scholar

 • Interacts with questions regarding the moral-
ity and reliability of the Old Testament

 • Clearly calls out unnecessary concessions 
and faulty interpretations, yet with a tone of 
respect and civility

For many people, skeptics and believers alike, the Old Testament is rife 
with controversial passages and events that make both belief and sharing 

our beliefs with others difficult. Often our solutions have tended toward the 
extremes—ignore problem passages and pretend they don’t matter or ob-
sess over them and treat them as though they are the only thing that matters. 

Now with clarity of purpose and fidelity to the message and spirit of 
Scripture as a whole, Tremper Longman confronts pressing questions of 
concern to modern audiences, particularly young people in the church:

 • the creation/evolution debate
 • God-ordained violence
 • the historicity of people, places, and events
 • human sexuality

Pastors, leaders in the church, and thoughtful and troubled Christians in 
the pews will find here a well-reasoned and faithful approach to dealing 
with the Old Testament passages so many find challenging or disconcerting.

Wrestling with the  
Old Testament
Tremper Longman III

“The Exodus Never Happened” . . . and 
Other Old Testament Controversies
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dr. Caroline Leaf is the author of 
Switch On Your Brain, Think and Eat 
Yourself Smart, and The Perfect You. 
She is an international and national 
conference speaker and is frequently 
interviewed on TV stations around the 
globe. Leaf and her husband, Mac, live 
with their four children in Dallas and 
Los Angeles.

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker 978-0-8010-7818-7

VITAL INFORMATION

Available:  
April 16
$16.99
978-0-8010-7796-8

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category:  
RELIGION /  
Christian Life / Personal Growth
PSYCHOLOGY / Personality
SELF-HELP / Personal Growth / Self-Esteem
Rights: Worldwide

Science and Scripture show that we are all unique, brilliantly designed, 
and intelligent individuals. The way we think, feel, and choose has an 

impact on the world. In The Perfect You, Dr. Caroline Leaf tackles this concept 
from theological, philosophical, and scientific angles, challenging us to think 
deeply about our identities and enabling us to apply these insights to our 
daily lives. For anyone tired of living in a suffocating box of expectations, The 
Perfect You will help them realize there was never a box to begin with!

The Perfect You
Dr. Caroline Leaf

Unlock Your Unique,  
Brilliant Design

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Dr. Ski Chilton is a professor in the de-
partment of physiology and pharmacology 
at Wake Forest School of Medicine. His 
work has been featured in such venues 
as WebMD, Men’s Journal, Men’s Health, 
Prevention, and the Wall Street Journal.

Dr. Margaret Rukstalis is an addiction 
psychiatrist on faculty at Wake Forest 
School of Medicine. 

A. J. Gregory is the author of Messy 
Faith and Silent Savior. She has partnered 
with high-profile figures on more than 
35 books.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available
$15.99
978-0-8010-1946-3

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
288 pages
Case Quantity: 44

Category: PSYCHOLOGY / Mental 
Health
HEALTH & FITNESS / Healthy Living
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
Rights: Worldwide

Most of us don’t realize we have a surprising amount of control over 
our own thoughts and behaviors. While unconscious feelings and 

reactions from our past can unintentionally influence our behaviors negatively, 
we also have a great capacity to call upon the parts of our brain responsible 
for intentional choices in order to end destructive cycles. The ReWired Brain 
shows readers how to reframe their negative experiences, overcome their 
fears, experience emotional and spiritual healing, and ultimately rewire their 
brains, empowering them to be free and to live fearlessly.

The ReWired Brain
Dr. Ski Chilton with Dr. Margaret  
Rukstalis and A. J. Gregory

Trade Negative Thinking for 
Confident, Fearless Living
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Love Like You’ve Never Been Hurt 
Curriculum Kit
978-0-8007-9910-6
Love Like You’ve Never Been Hurt DVD
978-0-8007-9908-3
Love Like You’ve Never Been Hurt Participant’s 
Guide
978-0-8007-9909-0

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jentezen Franklin is the 
senior pastor of Free Chapel, 
a multicampus church with a 
global reach. His messages 
impact generations through var-
ious outreaches and through his 
televised broadcast, Kingdom 
Connection. Jentezen Franklin 
is also a New York Times 
bestselling author who speaks 
at conferences worldwide. He and his wife, Cherise, 
live near Gainesville, Georgia, and have five children. 
Learn more at www.jentezenfranklin.org.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: December 4, 2018
$15.99
978-0-8007-9866-6

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Inspirational
Rights: Worldwide

 • Debuted at number 15 on the Publishers Weekly 
hardcover nonfiction bestseller list

 • Author’s broadcast, Kingdom Connection, airs 
in more than 249 countries, reaching a poten-
tial 2.3 billion viewers worldwide

 • Franklin speaks internationally to over 60,000 
annually, has more than a million active fans 
on social media, and reaches a mailing data-
base of over 500,000 

It’s no secret that those closest to us can wound us the most profoundly. 
Reeling from betrayal, we build walls around our hearts to protect us 

from the heartache, yet these are the very walls that block us from seeing 
hope, receiving healing, and feeling love. 

Sharing his own story of personal pain, pastor and New York Times 
bestselling author Jentezen Franklin shows you how to find the strength, 
courage, and motivation to love like you’ve never been hurt. Through 
biblical and modern-day stories, he discusses different types of relational 
disappointment and heartache, and answers questions such as Why 
should I trust again? and How can I ever really forgive?

Don’t let someone else’s actions control the condition of your heart. 
Here is everything you need to tear down your walls, work through your 
wounds, repair damaged relationships, and discover the power of an open 
heart.

Love Like You’ve Never 
Been Hurt
Jentezen Franklin with Cherise Franklin

Powerful, Vulnerable Teaching from  
New York Times Bestselling Author
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EXCERPT

My dad, until his death, was the 
number one encourager in my life. 
Both of my parents, in fact, were 
constantly telling me that I could 
do anything. In reality, I wasn’t a 
great student, but that didn’t seem 
to matter to them. They were consis-
tently uplifting, and that focus has 
become a part of my lifestyle. Beni 
and I both postured ourselves to be 
a continuous source of strength and 
encouragement to our children. We 
wanted to make sure that we always 
gave them much more positive feed-
back than negative. We focused on 
highlighting the things that they were 
doing right and on the things for which 
each child had a gift or a particular 
grace. We focused on their future. 

Jesus called Peter a rock when he 
was like a broken reed. Peter was 
unstable and unreliable, but Jesus 
spoke to him according to what he 
was becoming. The Lord showed up 
and called Gideon a mighty man of war 
when he was hiding in fear from the 
enemy. Likewise, as parents, we need 
a picture from the Lord for our children. 
We don’t do that so we can control their 
destiny, but so we can fuel them into all 
that is in their hearts. We have the great 
privilege of fanning the flames for the 
things that God has already put inside of 
them. We get to speak to our children as 
though they were already what they’re 
becoming. 
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Experience the Impossible
978-0-8007-9617-4
The Power That Changes 
the World
978-0-8007-9686-0
The Essential Guide to  
Healing (with Randy Clark)
978-0-8007-9519-1

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Bill Johnson and Beni Johnson are senior leaders 
of Bethel Church in Redding, California; bestselling au-
thors; and international speakers. Together they serve 
a growing number of churches through an apostolic 
network that crosses denominational lines, partnering 
for revival. Their three children and their spouses are 
all involved in full-time ministry. They live near Redding, 
California. Find out more at www.bjm.org.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: December 4
$15.99
978-0-8007-9923-6

trade paper
5½ x 8½
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32 

Available: April 16
Curriculum Kit
$79.99
978-0-8007-9927-4

DVD
$39.99
978-0-8007-9924-3
7 sessions
Case Quantity: 30

Participant’s Guide
$10.99
978-0-8007-9925-0
trade paper
8½ x 11
192 pages
Case Quantity: 30

Leader’s Guide
$14.99
978-0-8007-9926-7
trade paper
8½ x 11
128 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: RELIGION / 
Christianity / Pentecostal & 
Charismatic
RELIGION / Christian Life / 
Family
Rights: Worldwide

With honesty, humor, and keen biblical insight, bestselling authors Bill and Beni John-
son help you discover the keys to successful parenting in God’s kingdom. “Parents, 

we rule for the purpose of protection, but we also serve with the purpose of empowering,” 
they write. “We want to release our children into their destiny—that’s the privilege of 
parenting.”

In these pages you will gain the wisdom, kingdom concepts, and practical tools you need 
to help raise your children to their best. You’ll discover how to parent to their uniqueness, 
gifts, and strengths, as well as how you can demonstrate and reveal who God is to your 
kids. The authors also address pressing issues parents face today, including how to 

 • be fully engaged in hearing what the Lord is saying over each child
 • maintain relationship and discipline
 • develop character
 • train your children for worship
 • fan the flame of what God has put in their hearts
 • and more

No matter what age your kids are, you have an incredible opportunity to shape their 
hearts, minds, and values. Here is everything you need to help your children walk into the 
destiny of their lives and see them become the awesome people they were created to be.

Raising Giant-Killers
Bill Johnson with Beni Johnson

 • Johnson is a bestselling author, 
international speaker and 
leader, and pastor of Bethel 
Church in Redding, California

 • Includes a copy of the book, 
a 7-session DVD, a workbook, 
and a leader’s guide

 • Equips parents with a king-
dom perspective on training 
children to change the world

 • Gives readers glimpses into 
how Bill and Beni raised their 
children

Highly Anticipated Parenting Book and 
Curriculum from Bill and Beni Johnson
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Possessing the  
Gates of the Enemy
978-0-8007-9883-3
The Voice of God
978-0-8007-9687-7

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Cindy Jacobs and her hus-
band, Mike, are the founders 
of Generals International, a 
worldwide ministry that works 
to achieve social transforma-
tion through intercession and 
prophetic ministry. The author 
of several bestselling books, 
she has a television program, 
God Knows, seen in the U.S. on 
GOD TV as well as around the world. Cindy and Mike 
are the parents of two grown children and live in 
Dallas, Texas. Learn more at www.generals.org.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 1
$17.99
978-0-8007-9911-3

trade paper
6 x 9
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Women’s Issues
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Rights: Worldwide
Previously Published as Women of Destiny

 • “Bursting with passion for people and for the 
advance of the kingdom of God. Women will 
be affirmed and men will be challenged.” 

—Dr. Gary D. Kinnaman

 • “Delicately, yet boldly, Cindy presents a fresh, 
historical, and biblical interpretation of God’s 
Word on the issues facing today’s women.” 

—Beth Alves

God has gifted women with beautiful and unique calls on their lives. 
Unfortunately, many never step into their roles because of doubt, 

discrimination, fear, and insecurity. But in a world fraught with gender and 
relationship issues, the gifts and voices of women are needed more than ever.

In this fully revised and updated edition of her breakthrough book, 
Women of Destiny, bestselling author and speaker Cindy Jacobs reveals 
the biblical foundation for women in ministry and leadership. Through 
sharing her own story, successes, and failures, she speaks to the doubts, 
fears, and insecurities women have about stepping up and speaking out.  
She shows how to navigate discrimination with grace, strength, and  
confidence, and she empowers women everywhere to press into God  
to discover their unique purpose. Whether you step across the street 
or into a new role altogether, you can serve God faithfully, love others 
boldly, and change the world around you.

Women, Rise Up!
Cindy Jacobs

Breakthrough Book Now Revised and 
Updated to Ignite a New Generation
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Gary Wilkerson is president of World Challenge, 
an international mission organization founded by his 
father, David Wilkerson. Gary is also founding pastor 
of The Springs Church. He has traveled nationally and 
internationally at conferences and conducted mission 
ventures such as planting churches and starting 
orphanages, clinics, and feeding programs among the 
poorest of the poor and the most unreached people of 
the earth. Gary and his wife, Kelly, have four children 
and live in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 19
$15.99
978-0-8007-9913-7

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
160 pages
Case Quantity: 40 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christian Life / Personal Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • From Gary Wilkerson, head of World Challenge 
and son of bestselling author and pastor  
David Wilkerson

 • An eye-opening, biblical message that re- 
defines God’s favor 

 • Encourages broken Christians toward a loving 
Father who wants to shower them with his 
favor—with forgiveness, grace, restoration, 
blessings, empowerment, and faith—and 
show his favor to all

One of the great privileges we have as Christians is finding favor from 
the Lord. Yet our understanding of “favor” can be off. We are some-

times told it’s all about us—that God gave us that house, that car, that job 
so we can have all we need. But his provision doesn’t stop with us. 

In this fascinating, empowering book, Gary Wilkerson, pastor and 
president of World Challenge, paints a bigger, brighter, and more biblical 
picture of what God’s favor is. He shows how our loving Father showers 
his abundant resources upon us—things like forgiveness, restoration, 
peace, joy, power, and authority—not only to bless us with a favored, 
happy life, but for us to joyfully demonstrate this favor to others, whether 
they are friends, family, or strangers on the street. Because God’s favor is 
not meant to end with us—it is meant to show the beauty of his unearned 
grace to a hurting, unbelieving world.

God’s Favor
Gary Wilkerson

How to Experience the Life  
God Wants You to Have
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Impossible Love
978-0-8007-9777-5

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Michael Brown (PhD, New York University) is the 
founder and president of FIRE School of Ministry in 
Concord, North Carolina, and has served as a visiting 
or adjunct professor at seven seminaries. He is host 
of the nationally syndicated daily talk radio and TV 
show The Line of Fire, and has written more than 30 
books. Learn more at www.askdrbrown.org.

Craig S. Keener (PhD, Duke University) is F. M. and 
Ada Thompson Professor of Biblical Studies at Asbury 
Theological Seminary. He is the bestselling author of 
24 books. Craig and his wife, Médine, live near Wilm-
ore, Kentucky. Learn more at www.craigkeener.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19
$15.99
978-0-8007-9916-8

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology /  
Eschatology
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Prophecy
Rights: Worldwide

 • Two acclaimed scholars and authors refute 
popular misconceptions about the end times, 
including a pre-tribulation rapture

 • An accessible, personal read full of surprising 
biblical insights

 • Offers hope for dark times

Despite the popular theology of our day, Christians should not expect 
to get out of experiencing the tribulation or the end times. Nowhere 

in the Bible does the Lord promise us this, say Michael Brown and Craig 
Keener, two leading, acclaimed Bible scholars. In fact, they say, Jesus 
promises us tribulation in this world.

Yet this is no reason to fear. In this fascinating, accessible, and personal 
book, Brown and Keener walk you through what the Bible really says about 
the rapture, the tribulation, and the end times. What they find will leave 
you full of hope. God’s wrath is not poured out on His people, and He will 
shield us from it—as he shielded Israel in Egypt during the ten plagues. So 
instead of taking comfort in what God hasn’t promised, take comfort in the 
words of Jesus: He has overcome the world, and we live in his victory.

Not Afraid of the 
Antichrist
Michael L. Brown and Craig S. Keener

An Eye-Opening Explanation of God’s Plan 
for His People in the Last Days
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ALSO AVAILABLE

The Intercessors Handbook
978-0-8007-9791-1
Seeing the Supernatural
978-0-8007-9854-3

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jennifer Eivaz is a minister 
and international conference 
speaker with a heart for raising 
up passionate and effective 
prayer. She is a regular 
contributor to Charisma Online 
and The Elijah List and has 
taught at Bethel School of the 
Prophets. Jennifer lives with 
her husband, Ron, and their 
two children in Turlock, California, where she serves 
as executive pastor at Harvest Christian Center. Learn 
more at www.jennifereivaz.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 5
$14.99
978-0-8007-9855-0

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
160 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: RELIGION / Christianity / Pentecostal & 
Charismatic
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author is an active international speaker and 
has taught at Bethel School of the Prophets

 • “Jennifer is known for passion, strong prophetic 
insights, and an absolute devotion to Jesus. 
She’s one of the more trusted servants of the 
Lord to all who know her, myself included.” 

—Bill Johnson

 • Includes discussion questions and practical 
application

We were created to reflect something or Someone. What we behold, 
we reflect. The more we behold the Lord, the more we look like 

him—and the more we see his glory released into our lives and the lives 
of those around us.

The glory of God is irresistible. Yet seeking to sense his presence or 
experience his glory for its own sake misses the point. His glory is the 
natural outpouring of a deep relationship with the Holy Spirit. In these 
pages, author and speaker Jennifer Eivaz shows how you can enter into 
more intimate fellowship with the Spirit of God, experience miraculous 
encounters, and begin to see more miracles, more deliverances, and more 
lives dramatically changed. Here is the inspiration you need to step into 
the supernatural and follow God’s leading—and carry his glory to the 
darkest places and see his kingdom come.

Glory Carriers
Jennifer Eivaz

Discover the Secret to Hosting God’s 
Presence Wherever You Go
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PREVIOUS PRAISE FOR 
 LAURA HARRIS SMITH

“Laura has proven it is easy and 
possible to have peace, rest, energy, 
and clarity when you are naturally 
supernatural!”—Sid Roth, host, 
 It’s Supernatural!

“Very doable ways to gain a health-
ier spirit, mind, and body. Laura’s 
expertise will have you feeling like an 
expert as well.”—Jean Driscoll, U.S. 
Olympic Hall of Fame athlete; eight-
time Boston Marathon champion

“Excellent read—well written, 
relevant, compassionate, empowering 
for anyone looking for physical, mental, 
emotional, and/or spiritual renewal.” 
 —Dr. Jim Sharps, ND, HD, DrNSc, 
PhD, president and CEO, International 
Institute of Original Medicine

“Laura has provided the tools for us 
to apply disciplines in our everyday 
lives that will help us to live freely and 
promote health in our body, soul, and 
spirit.”—Pastor Beni Johnson, Bethel 
Church, Redding, California; author, 
Healthy and Free

“Absolutely superb. It is both inspira-
tional and informational—a must-read 
for anyone looking to enrich their whole 
being!”—Elisa Sharps, ND, execu-
tive director, International Institute of 
Original Medicine

“Laura challenges and inspires with a 
practical and attainable formula for Spir-
it-filled living and a healthier existence.” 
 —Debra Fraser, president and CEO, 
Total Living International

“I am so glad my friend Laura has writ-
ten this eye-opening book about a subject 
that intrigues me and that the church 
should not ignore.”—Mac Powell, lead 
singer, Third Day

“A must-read for the hour we live in!” 
 —Terry Meeuwsen, cohost, The 700 Club
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ALSO AVAILABLE

The 30-Day Faith Detox
978-0-8007-9787-4
Seeing the Voice of God
978-0-8007-9568-9
The Healthy Living  
Handbook
978-0-8007-9788-1

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Laura Harris Smith is a certi-
fied nutritional counselor with 
an MA in original medicine and 
the host of theTHREE, a faith-
based current events talk show 
that focuses on body, mind, 
and spirit health.  She was a 
TV host on the Shop at Home 
Network, is the author of more 
than 20 books and ebooks, and 
mentors writers around the world with her online 
creative writing program at www.lauraharrissmith.
com. She and her husband, Chris, founded and pastor 
Eastgate Creative Christian Fellowship in Nashville, 
Tennessee. With one foot in ministry and one in 
media, Laura and Chris live near Nashville and have 
six children and nine grandchildren.  

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$16.99
978-0-8007-9917-5

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
304 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
HEALTH & FITNESS / Diseases / General
SELF-HELP / Spiritual
Rights: Worldwide

According to the World Health Organization, there are 30,000 identified diseases. 
Of these, 22,500 have no known cure or effective treatment. We live in the most 

technologically advanced age, yet we have never been more unhealthy. Even those in 
good health face constant misdirection.

Leaving no stone unturned, certified nutritional counselor, copastor, and TV host Laura 
Harris Smith helps you pursue healing and wellness for body, mind, and spirit both naturally 
and supernaturally. Both are necessary for a full, abundant life, and she equips you with the 
tools you need for the journey, including

 • condition-specific healing prayers
 • powerful declarations of faith and healing
 • total-body-system blessings for the prevention of sickness 
 • delicious tailored menus for each body system
 • how to troubleshoot stubborn ailments and recognize spiritual warfare
 • how to confront any spiritual sickness—such as grudges,  

unforgiveness, or sin patterns—that block healing
 • amazing, miraculous testimonies to build faith
 • alphabetized illness index linking to correlating prayers to help you recover

Whether you are ready to experience a life-changing miracle, observe the gradual 
improvement of a body on the mend, or maintain the good health you have, healing will 
come. Here is your chance to get well soon!

Get Well Soon
Laura Harris Smith

 • Author is host of theTHREE, a 
faith-based talk show that airs 
across the globe on TLN (Total 
Living Network) and CTN 
(Christian Television Network)

 • Author is a certified nutrition-
ist with an MA in original med-
icine, a copastor, and a media 
personality with a dynamic 
online presence

 • Extensive social media, on-
line, and publicity campaign 
geared toward maximizing 
cross-platform promotion, fan 
engagement, and dynamic 
word-of-mouth marketing

Natural and Supernatural 
Remedies for Vibrant Health
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Live Like Jesus
978-0-8007-9852-9

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Putty Putman (PhD, University 
of Illinois) is the founding direc-
tor of the School of Kingdom 
Ministry in Urbana, Illinois. He 
also serves in leadership roles 
on both the preaching and ex-
ecutive teams at the Vineyard 
Church of Central Illinois. He 
lives with his wife, Brittany, 
and their three children in Urba-
na. Learn more at www.schoolofkingdomministry.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$14.99
978-0-8007-9853-6

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
208 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual 
Growth
RELIGION / Christianity / Pentecostal & Charismatic
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author is the director of the School of King-
dom Ministry, with locations in over 60 
churches across the globe

 • “I know Putty personally and can vouch that 
this book is based not on theory, but on prac-
tice.”—Randy Clark on Live Like Jesus

 • Gives tangible, practical ways to live a  
kingdom-oriented life

In Matthew 13, Jesus tells the parable of a man who stumbles across a 
treasure hidden in a field. He goes home, sells everything he has, and 

buys that field to own that treasure. This is what the kingdom of heaven is, 
Jesus says—a treasure worth everything.

But the truth is, for most of us, our enthusiasm is often wrapped more 
deeply around a football team or the latest TV show than what God is 
doing through us. Lacking a purpose calling to the deepest parts of us, we 
numb ourselves. In this eye-opening, empowering book, pastor and author 
Putty Putman shows that there is a kingdom designed to provide your life 
with such compelling purpose that you will reorient your whole life around 
it. Here is your invitation into a life of significance, adventure, and wonder 
far beyond what you have let yourself dare to dream.

Kingdom Impact
Putty Putman

Fresh, Dynamic Vision on  
Kingdom Living in a Broken World 
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ALSO AVAILABLE

A Public Faith
978-1-58743-343-6
Public Faith in Action
978-1-58743-410-5

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Miroslav Volf (DrTheol, University of Tübingen) is 
the Henry B. Wright Professor of Theology at Yale Di-
vinity School and founding director of the Yale Center 
for Faith and Culture in New Haven, Connecticut. He 
has written more than twenty books, including A Pub-
lic Faith, Public Faith in Action, and Exclusion and Em-
brace (winner of the Grawemeyer Award in Religion 
and selected as among the 100 best religious books 
of the 20th century by Christianity Today).

Matthew Croasmun (PhD, Yale University) is 
associate research scholar and director of the Life 
Worth Living Program at the Yale Center for Faith 
and Culture. He is also staff pastor at the Elm City 
Vineyard Church.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 22
$21.99
978-1-58743-401-3

hardcover
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 52 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / Social Issues
RELIGION / Religion, Politics & State
Rights: Worldwide

 • Volf is a world-renowned theologian, leading 
public intellectual, and award-winning author 
(Grawemeyer)

 • Volf’s Exclusion and Embrace was named one 
of CT’s 100 best religious books of the 20th 
century

 • Provides a provocative new contribution to 
public theology

The question of what makes life worth living is more vital now than ever. 
In today’s pluralistic, postsecular world, universal values are dismissed 

as mere matters of private opinion, and the question of what constitutes 
flourishing life—for ourselves, our neighbors, and the planet as a whole—
is neglected in our universities, our churches, and our culture at large. 
Although we increasingly have technology to do almost anything, we have 
little sense of what is truly worth accomplishing.

In this provocative new contribution to public theology, world-renowned 
theologian Miroslav Volf (named “America’s New Public Intellectual” by 
Scot McKnight on his Jesus Creed blog) and Matthew Croasmun explain 
that the intellectual tools needed to rescue us from our present malaise 
and meet our new cultural challenge are the tools of theology. A renewal 
of theology is crucial to help us articulate compelling visions of the good 
life, find our way through the maze of contested questions of value, and 
answer the fundamental question of what makes life worth living.

For the Life of the World
theoloGy for the life of the World

Miroslav Volf and Matthew Croasmun

How Theology Addresses Life’s Most 
Pressing Questions
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Adventures in  
Evangelical Civility
978-1-58743-391-7

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Richard J. Mouw (PhD, Uni-
versity of Chicago), a renowned 
author and a widely traveled 
speaker, is professor of faith 
and public life at Fuller Theo-
logical Seminary in Pasadena, 
California, where he served 
as president for twenty years. 
He is a regular columnist with 
Religion News Service and has 
written numerous books, including Adventures in 
Evangelical Civility, Uncommon Decency, Calvinism in 
the Las Vegas Airport, and The Smell of Sawdust.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 19
$19.99
978-1-58743-392-4

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 36 

Category: RELIGION / Christianity / Calvinist
RELIGION / Christian Church / General
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
Rights: Worldwide

 • Mouw is one of the most influential  
evangelical voices in America 

 • Affirms the essentials of the evangelical faith

 • Candidly reflects on wrestling with traditional 
evangelical beliefs for nearly 50 years

One of the most influential evangelical voices in America chronicles 
what it has meant for him to spend the past half century as a  

 “restless evangelical”—a way of maintaining his identity in an age when 
many claim the label “evangelical” has become so politicized that it is no 
longer viable. Richard Mouw candidly reflects on wrestling with traditional 
evangelical beliefs over the years and shows that although his mind has 
changed in some ways, his core beliefs have not. He contends that we 
should hold on to the legacy that has enriched evangelicalism in the past. 
The Christian life in its healthiest form, says Mouw, is always a matter of 
holding on to essentials while constantly moving on along paths that we 
can walk in faithfulness only by seeking the continuing guidance of the 
light of God’s Word. As Mouw affirms the essentials of the evangelical 
faith, he helps a new generation see the wisdom embodied in them.

Restless Faith
Richard J. Mouw

Is the Label “Evangelical” Worth Keeping?
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EXCERPT

This is the story of turning all 
kinds of swords into all kinds of 
plowshares in the midst of an 
environment that is telling us it 
won’t work. The environment is 
telling us that since we can’t escape 
the violence, we should, therefore, 
join the violence. This is about the 
transformation that happens when a 
mother forgives the teen who killed 
her three-year-old son. It’s about the 
mass-shooting survivors who refuse 
to be labeled as only victims, but also 
wounded healers. It’s about those 
who have been affected by unimag-
inable trauma and who then choose to 
lean into their communities and tell us 
that those ripples of trauma affect us 
all, so listen up.

Here’s one really powerful piece of 
good news: an overwhelming majority 
of gun owners are concerned about 
gun violence. They aren’t necessarily 
the loudest voices, but they are by far 
the majority. That’s good news, and it 
is also critical to remember. This book 
is not about demonizing gun owners. It 
is about saving lives and working with 
everyone who is committed to that.

There are those who say we do not 
have a gun problem but a heart problem. 
We say, it’s both.

So let’s gather around a table. But it’s 
not an ordinary table; it’s the top of an 
anvil. And that oven over there isn’t bak-
ing bread; it’s baking gun metal. Together 
we can beat guns. You’ll see that it’s a lot 
like breaking bread.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Shane Claiborne is a bestselling author, renowned 
activist, sought-after speaker, and self-proclaimed   
 “recovering sinner.” He writes and speaks around the 
world about peacemaking, social justice, and Jesus, and 
is the author or coauthor of numerous books, including 
The Irresistible Revolution, Jesus for President, and 
Executing Grace. Claiborne is the visionary founder of 
The Simple Way in Philadelphia and executive director 
of Red Letter Christians. His work has been featured in 
the Wall Street Journal, Christianity Today, Esquire, and 
SPIN and on Fox News, NPR, and CNN. He did graduate 
work at Princeton Seminary and received an honorary 
doctorate from Eastern University. Claiborne lives in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Follow him on Twitter  
(@shaneclaiborne), on Facebook (ShaneClaiborne), and 
at www.redletterchristians.org.

Michael Martin is founder and executive director of 
RAWtools Inc. and blogs at RAWtools.org. RAWtools 
turns guns into garden tools (and other lovely things), 
resourcing communities with nonviolent confrontation 
skills in an effort to turn stories of violence into stories 
of creation. Martin previously served as a youth and 
young adult pastor in the Mennonite church and lives 
in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 5
$19.99
978-1-58743-413-6

trade paper
6 x 9
256 pages
Case Quantity: 32 

Category: RELIGION / Christian Life / Social Issues
RELIGION / Religion, Politics & State
SOCIAL SCIENCE / Violence in Society
Rights: Worldwide

Parkland. Las Vegas. Dallas. Orlando. San Bernardino. Paris. Charleston. Sutherland Springs. 
Newtown. These cities are now known for the people who were shot and killed in them. 

With less than 5% of the world’s population, the people of the US own nearly half the world’s 
guns. America also holds the record for the most gun deaths—homicide, suicide, and acciden-
tal gun deaths—at around 90 a day and about 33,000 per year. Some people say it’s a heart 
problem. Others say it’s a gun problem. The authors of Beating Guns believe it’s both.

This book is for people who believe the world doesn’t have to be this way. Inspired by the 
prophetic image of beating swords into plows, Beating Guns provides a provocative look at 
gun violence in America and offers a clarion call to change our hearts regarding one of the 
most significant moral issues of our time. Bestselling author, speaker, and activist Shane 
Claiborne and Michael Martin show why Christians should be concerned about gun violence 
and how they can be part of the solution. The authors transcend stale rhetoric and old debates 
about gun control to offer a creative and productive response. Full-color images show how 
guns are being turned into tools and musical instruments across the nation. Charts, tables, 
and facts convey the mind-boggling realities of gun violence in America, but as the authors 
make clear, there is a story behind every statistic. Beating Guns allows victims and perpetra-
tors of gun violence to tell their own compelling stories, offering hope for change and helping 
us reimagine the world as one that turns from death to life, where swords become plows and 
guns are turned into garden tools.

Beating Guns
Shane Claiborne and Michael Martin

 • Claiborne is a bestselling 
author, high-profile speaker, 
renowned activist, and tireless 
supporter of his books

 • Launch will be supported by a 
national book tour, numerous 
speaking engagements, and 
national media

 • Offers a clarion call to Chris-
tians to address one of the 
most significant moral issues 
of our time

 • Allows victims and perpetra-
tors of gun violence to tell 
their own stories

 • Includes a 4-color, lavishingly 
illustrated interior

Hard Facts and Real Hope for People 
Who Are Weary of Violence
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C. Christopher Smith (MA, Indiana University) is a writer, community developer, and 
founding editor of The Englewood Review of Books. He is coauthor of the award-winning 
book Slow Church: Cultivating Community in the Patient Way of Jesus and the author 
of Reading for the Common Good: How Books Help Our Churches and Neighborhoods 
Flourish. His work has appeared in the Washington Post, USA Today, the Indianapolis 
Star, HuffPost, Christianity Today, the Christian Century, Relevant, and Sojourners. Smith 
lives on the urban Near Eastside of Indianapolis, Indiana, where he is a longtime member 
of Englewood Christian Church, a congregation that has been learning to talk together for 
over two decades.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$16.99
978-1-58743-411-2

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Church / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / General
RELIGION / Christian Life / Spiritual Growth
Rights: Worldwide

 • Smith is coauthor of the critically acclaimed 
and influential Slow Church

 • Author’s work has appeared in the Washington 
Post, USA Today, the Indianapolis Star, HuffPost, 
CT, Relevant, and Sojourners

 • Explores how church communities can initiate 
and sustain practices of conversation, includ-
ing working through seasons of conflict

In today’s highly-charged social and political environment, we often don’t 
know how to talk well with others—especially people whose backgrounds 

differ from our own. C. Christopher Smith addresses why conversation has 
become such a challenge in the 21st century and argues that it is perhaps 
the most needed spiritual practice of our individualistic age.

Smith explains that we must learn to converse effectively with those 
who differ from us in the body of Christ so we can embody Christ together 
in the world. In community, we learn what it means to belong to others and 
to a story that is bigger than ourselves. He shows how church communities 
can be training hubs where we learn to talk and listen to each other with 
kindness and compassion. The book explores how churches can initiate and 
sustain conversation, including working through seasons of conflict; suggests 
the contours of a spirituality that can foster conversation; and features 
stories from a diverse range of congregations that are learning to practice 
conversation.

How the Body  
of Christ Talks
C. Christopher Smith

Reclaiming the Spiritual  
Practice of Conversation
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Nicholas Perrin (PhD, Marquette Uni-
versity) is Franklin S. Dyrness Professor 
of Biblical Studies at Wheaton College 
Graduate School in Wheaton, Illinois. 
His numerous books include Jesus the 
Temple, Thomas: The Other Gospel, and 
Lost in Transmission? What We Can 
Know about the Words of Jesus.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 22
$29.99
978-0-8010-4859-3

trade paper
6 x 9
288 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: RELIGION / Biblical Studies / 
Jesus, the Gospels & Acts
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Inter-
pretation / New Testament
Rights: USA and Canada only (SPCK)

Following his critically acclaimed book Jesus the Temple, Nicholas Perrin 
offers a fresh paradigm for understanding the historical Jesus. Perrin 

challenges the “standard reading” of classic texts (including the Parable of 
the Sower, the Beatitudes, and the Lord’s Prayer) to argue that the historical 
Jesus primarily identified himself not as sage or prophet but as Israel’s escha-
tological high priest. Perrin’s insightful theological contribution synthesizes 
the best in traditional/conservative and liberal reconstructions of Jesus’s life 
and teaching. He identifies Jesus’s priesthood as a mediating understanding 
that sheds crucial light on the kingdom of God.

Jesus the Priest
Nicholas Perrin

An Insightful Theological 
Contribution to Jesus Studies

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

David Lyle Jeffrey (PhD, Princeton 
University) is distinguished profes-
sor of literature and humanities at 
Baylor University in Waco, Texas, and 
professor emeritus at the University 
of Ottawa. He has written numerous 
books, including A Dictionary of Biblical 
Tradition in English Literature, People of 
the Book, In the Beauty of Holiness, and 
a commentary on the Gospel of Luke.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 22
$35.00 SR
978-0-8010-9962-5

hardcover
6 x 9
240 pages
Case Quantity: 20 

Category: RELIGION / Christianity / 
Literature & the Arts
LITERARY CRITICISM / Poetry
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Inter-
pretation / General
Rights: Worldwide

The God of the Bible often speaks in poetry. Beginning with an illuminating 
exploration of eloquence in the divine voice, a highly acclaimed professor 

of literature opens up the treasury of biblical tradition among English poets 
both past and present, showing them to be well attuned not only to Scrip-
ture’s meaning but also to its music. In exploring the work of various poets, 
David Lyle Jeffrey demonstrates how the poetry of the Bible affords a register 
of understanding in which the beauty of Holy Scripture deepens meditation 
on its truth, and is indeed a vital part of that truth.

Scripture and the English  
Poetic Imagination
David Lyle Jeffrey

The Language of the Bible in 
English Poetry
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Beverly Roberts Gaventa (PhD, Duke 
University) is distinguished professor 
of New Testament at Baylor University 
in Waco, Texas, and emerita professor 
of New Testament at Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary. She is the author or 
editor of more than a dozen books.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available
$19.99
978-1-5409-6071-9

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
160 pages
Case Quantity: 40 

Category: RELIGION / Biblical Studies / 
Paul’s Letters
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Inter-
pretation / New Testament
Rights: Worldwide

When reading the book of Romans, we often focus on the quotable 
sections, raiding Paul’s most famous letter for a passage here or a 

theme there. This book invites us to linger in Romans, staying with the letter 
long enough to see how it reframes our tidy categories and dramatically 
enlarges our sense of the gospel. Now in paper.

When in Romans
theoloGical explorations for  
the church catholic

Beverly Roberts Gaventa

Rethinking How  
We Read Romans

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

William M. Wright IV (PhD, Emory 
University) is associate professor of 
theology at Duquesne University in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Francis Martin (1930–2017; SSD, 
Pontifical Biblical Institute) was a 
beloved priest and scholar who served 
in many academic and pastoral settings.
Wright and Martin coauthored The Gos-
pel of John in the Catholic Commentary 
on Sacred Scripture series.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: January 22
$26.99
978-0-8010-3095-6

trade paper
6 x 9
272 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION /  
Biblical Studies / General
RELIGION / Biblical Studies /  
Exegesis & Hermeneutics
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism &  
Interpretation / General
Rights: Worldwide

This work gives a philosophical and theological account of the belief that 
Scripture enables people to encounter the life-giving reality of God. The 

authors examine the biblical foundations for this belief as given in a variety 
of witnesses from both testaments and explain the philosophical and theolog-
ical underpinnings of Christian exegesis. The book sums up and makes acces-
sible the teaching of revered senior scholar and teacher Francis Martin and is 
aimed squarely at students. It includes a foreword by Robert Sokolowski.

Encountering the Living  
God in Scripture
William M. Wright IV and  
Francis Martin

Philosophy and Theology for 
Biblical Interpretation
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ABOUT THE EDITORS

Ben Rhodes (PhD, University of Aber-
deen) is manager of academic studies 
at the Christian Institute on Disability 
at the Joni and Friends International 
Disability Center in Agoura Hills, Cali-
fornia. He also teaches at Talbot School 
of Theology.
Martin Westerholm (PhD, Univer-
sity of Aberdeen) is senior lecturer in 
systematic theologyat the University of 
Gothenburg, Sweden.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available:  February 19
$45.00 SR
978-0-8010-9881-9

trade paper
6 x 9
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32 

Category: RELIGION /  
Christian Theology / General
RELIGION / Biblical Studies /  
Exegesis & Hermeneutics
Rights: Worldwide

In Freedom under the Word, top-tier scholars offer critical engagements with 
Karl Barth’s exegesis of Christian Scripture and explore its implications for 

contemporary hermeneutics and biblical interpretation. Focusing on rare texts 
from the Barth corpus, the book considers the legacy and potential of Barth’s 
theology by presenting a wide-ranging engagement with and assessment 
of Barth’s theological exegesis. It covers Barth’s career chronologically, 
providing insight into his theological development as it relates to Scripture. 
Contributors include John Webster, Francis Watson, Wesley Hill, Stephen 
Fowl, Paul Nimmo, and Grant Macaskill.

Freedom under the Word
Ben Rhodes and  
Martin Westerholm, eds.

Top-Tier Scholars Engage  
with Barth’s Exegesis

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Daniel Castelo (PhD, Duke Univer-
sity) is professor of dogmatic and 
constructive theology at Seattle Pacific 
University in Seattle, Washington.
Robert W. Wall (ThD, Dallas Theologi-
cal Seminary) is Paul T. Walls Professor 
of Scripture and Wesleyan Studies at 
Seattle Pacific University.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 19
$21.99
978-0-8010-4955-2

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
192 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION /  
Biblical Studies / General
RELIGION / Christian Theology / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

This volume written by a theologian and a biblical scholar offers a fresh 
model for understanding Scripture as God’s Word. The authors work out 

the four Nicene marks of the church—one, holy, catholic, and apostolic—as 
marks of Scripture, offering a new way of thinking about the Bible that 
bridges theology and interpretation. Their ecclesial analogy invites us to think 
of Scripture in similar terms to how we think of the church, countering the 
incarnational model propagated by Peter Enns and others.

The Marks of Scripture
Daniel Castelo and Robert W. Wall

A New Model for  
Understanding the Bible
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Telford Work (PhD, Duke University) 
is professor of theology and chair of 
the department of religious studies at 
Westmont College in Santa Barbara, 
California. He is the author of several 
books, including Deuteronomy in the 
Brazos Theological Commentary on the 
Bible series.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available:  February 19
$24.99
978-1-5409-6054-2

trade paper
6 x 9
256 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION /  
Christian Theology / Christology
RELIGION / Christian Theology / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

Telford Work examines some of the most important ways Jesus is “the 
omega and the alpha”—the end and the beginning. Jesus alone fulfills 

the divine purpose for all things, brings about the end of the old world’s evil 
and suffering, and begins eternity’s new creation. This core conviction is 
one of the deepest logics that shapes Christian thinking and life. The author 
offers a unique, big-picture introduction to how Jesus’s life and death shape 
Christian theology and practice and helps readers fully understand Jesus’s 
transformation of all things.

Jesus—the End and the Beginning
Telford Work

A Christ-Centered  
Introduction to Theology

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

R. Robert Creech (PhD, Baylor Univer-
sity) is Hubert H. and Gladys S. Raborn 
Professor of Pastoral Leadership 
and director of pastoral ministries at 
George W. Truett Theological Seminary, 
Baylor University, in Waco, Texas. He 
is the coauthor of Ethics for Christian 
Ministry and The Leader’s Journey.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: February 19
$27.99
978-1-5409-6037-5

trade paper
6 x 9
240 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian  
Ministry / Pastoral Resources
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / 
 Counseling & Recovery
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

Experienced pastor and seminary teacher R. Robert Creech helps pastoral 
leaders increase their effectiveness by applying family systems theory 

to congregational life and ministry. Creech introduces readers to the basic 
concepts of Bowen Family Systems Theory, applies family theory to the work 
of ministry in church settings, and connects systems thinking to the everyday 
aspects of congregational ministry, such as preaching, pastoral care, leader-
ship, spiritual formation, and interpreting biblical texts. Each chapter contains 
discussion questions, and there are five helpful appendixes with supplemen-
tal information about Bowen theory.

Family Systems  
and Congregational Life
R. Robert Creech

A Guide to Using Family Systems 
Theory in Ministry
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Keith L. Johnson (PhD, Princeton 
Theological Seminary) is associate 
professor of theology at Wheaton 
College in Wheaton, Illinois. He is the 
author or coeditor of several books, 
including Theology as Discipleship and 
Bonhoeffer, Christ and Culture.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19
$40.00 SR
978-1-5409-6073-3

hardcover
6 x 9
432 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: RELIGION /  
Christian Theology / History
RELIGION / Christian Theology / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

Karl Barth is one of the most influential theologians of the 20th century. 
His work is considered essential reading for nearly every student of 

theology. Reading Barth’s theology poses a challenge, however, because of 
the sheer size of his corpus, the complexity of his claims, and the distance 
between his context and the context of his readers. In this accessible intro-
duction, a respected scholar in Barthian studies offers a one-stop resource on 
Barth’s thought, providing a selection of his most important writings, critical 
commentary, and detailed introductory and concluding chapters.

The Essential Karl Barth
Keith L. Johnson

An Introduction to 
 Barth’s Key Writings

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

James K. Dew Jr. (PhD, Southeastern 
Baptist Theological Seminary; PhD 
Candidate, University of Birmingham) is 
vice president for undergraduate studies 
and distance learning and associate 
professor of philosophy and the history of 
ideas at Southeastern Baptist Theological 
Seminary in Wake Forest, North Carolina.
Paul M. Gould (PhD, Purdue University) 
is associate professor of philosophy 
and Christian apologetics at South-
western Baptist Theological Seminary 
in Fort Worth, Texas.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19
$26.99
978-0-8010-9799-7

trade paper
6 x 9
272 pages
Case Quantity: 32 

Category: RELIGION / Philosophy
PHILOSOPHY / General
PHILOSOPHY / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

Two experienced educators offer an up-to-date introduction to philos-
ophy from a Christian perspective that covers the four major areas of 

philosophical thought: epistemology, metaphysics, philosophy of religion, 
and ethics. Written from an analytic perspective, the book introduces key 
concepts and issues within the main areas of philosophical inquiry in a com-
prehensive yet accessible way, inviting readers on a quest for goodness, truth, 
and beauty that ultimately points to Jesus as the source of all.

Philosophy
James K. Dew Jr. and Paul M. Gould

Exploring Philosophy from  
a Christian Perspective
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J. V. Fesko (PhD, University of Aber-
deen) is academic dean and professor 
of systematic and historical theology 
at Westminster Seminary California 
in Escondido, California. He served in 
church planting and pastoral ministry 
for more than ten years and is the 
author of numerous books.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19
$24.99
978-0-8010-9890-1

trade paper
6 x 9
256 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION /  
Christian Theology / Apologetics
RELIGION / Christianity / Calvinist
Rights: Worldwide

Challenging the dominant Van Tillian approach in Reformed apologet-
ics, this book by a leading expert in contemporary Reformed theology 

sets forth the principles that undergird a classic Reformed approach. J. V. 
Fesko’s detailed exegetical, theological, and historical argument takes as its 
starting point the classical Reformed understanding of the “two books” of 
God’s revelation: nature and Scripture. Believers should always rest on the 
authority of Scripture but also can and should appeal to the book of nature in 
the apologetic task.

Reforming Apologetics
J. V. Fesko

Reclaiming Classical  
Reformed Apologetics

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Robert K. Johnston (PhD, Duke 
University) is professor of theology and 
culture at Fuller Theological Seminary 
in Pasadena, California, and codirects 
Fuller’s Reel Spirituality Institute.
Craig Detweiler (PhD, Fuller Theolog-
ical Seminary) is president of The Seat-
tle School of Theology & Psychology.
Kutter Callaway (PhD, Fuller Theolog-
ical Seminary) is assistant professor of 
theology and culture at Fuller Theologi-
cal Seminary.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19
$26.99
978-1-5409-6003-0

trade paper
6 x 9
288 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / 
Christian Theology / General
RELIGION / Spirituality
SOCIAL SCIENCE / Popular Culture
Rights: Worldwide

Three media experts guide the serious Christian moviegoer into a theolog-
ical conversation with movies in this up-to-date, readable introduction to 

Christian theology and film. Building on the success of Robert Johnston’s Reel 
Spirituality, the leading textbook in the field for the past 17 years, Deep Focus 
helps film lovers not only watch movies critically and theologically but also 
see beneath the surface of their moving images. The book discusses a wide 
variety of classic and contemporary films and is illustrated with film stills 
from favorite movies.

Deep Focus
enGaGinG culture

Robert K. Johnston, Craig Detweiler,  
and Kutter Callaway

A Theological  
Introduction to Film
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Daniel J. Treier (PhD, Trinity Evangel-
ical Divinity School) is Knoedler Pro-
fessor of Theology at Wheaton College 
Graduate School in Wheaton, Illinois. 
He is the author of Introducing Theo-
logical Interpretation of Scripture and 
has coedited several books, including 
the Evangelical Dictionary of Theology 
and the award-winning Dictionary for 
Theological Interpretation of the Bible.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: June 18
$24.99
978-0-8010-9769-0

trade paper
6 x 9
304 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION /  
Christian Theology / General
Rights: Worldwide

This textbook offers students a biblically rich, creedally structured, ecu-
menically evangelical, and ethically engaged introduction to Christian 

theology. Daniel Treier, coeditor of the popular Evangelical Dictionary of 
Theology, discusses key Scripture passages, explains Christian theology 
within the structure of the Nicene Creed, explores the range of evangelical 
viewpoints on contested doctrines, acquaints evangelicals with other views 
such as Orthodoxy and Catholicism, and integrates theological ethics with 
chapters on the Ten Commandments and the Lord’s Prayer. The result is a 
meaty but manageable introduction to tcontemporary evangelical theology.

Introducing Evangelical  
Theology
Daniel J. Treier

A Biblically Rich  
Introduction to Theology

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Phillip Cary (PhD, Yale University) is 
scholar-in-residence at the Templeton 
Honors College and professor of  
philosophy at Eastern University in  
St. Davids, Pennsylvania. He serves 
as editor-in-chief of Pro Ecclesia and 
has written Good News for Anxious 
Christians and three critically acclaimed 
books on the life and thought of 
Augustine.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: March 19
$32.99
978-0-8010-3945-4

trade paper
6 x 9
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION /  
Christian Theology / History
RELIGION / Christianity / Protestant
RELIGION / Christian Theology / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

This book offers a creative and illuminating discussion of Protestant the-
ology. Veteran teacher Phillip Cary explains how Luther’s theology arose 

from the Christian tradition, particularly from the spirituality of Augustine. 
Luther departed from the Augustinian tradition and inaugurated distinctively 
Protestant theology when he identified the gospel that gives us Christ as its 
key concept. More than any other theologian, Luther succeeds in carrying out 
the Protestant intention of putting faith in the gospel of Christ alone. Cary 
also explores the consequences of Luther’s teachings as they unfold in the 
history of Protestantism.

The Meaning of  
Protestant Theology
Phillip Cary

Grace, Gospel, and the Origin of 
Protestantism
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Commentary on the New 
Testament Use of the Old 
Testament
978-0-8010-2693-5
Handbook on the New 
Testament Use of the Old 
Testament
978-0-8010-3896-9
A New Testament Biblical 
Theology 
978-0-8010-2697-3

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

G. K. Beale (PhD, University 
of Cambridge) is professor 
of New Testament and 
biblical theology and holds the 
J. Gresham Machen Chair of 
New Testament at Westmin-
ster Theological Seminary in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He 
is coeditor (with D. A. Carson) 
of the Commentary on the New 
Testament Use of the Old Testament and the author of 
numerous books, including A New Testament Biblical 
Theology: The Unfolding of the Old Testament in the 
New, Handbook on the New Testament Use of the 
Old Testament, and commentaries on Revelation and 
1 and 2 Thessalonians.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$54.99
978-0-8010-2667-6

hardcover
6 x 9
608 pages
Case Quantity: 12 

Category: RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New 
Testament
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / New 
Testament
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General
Rights: Worldwide

 • Author is a renowned New Testament scholar 
and bestselling author

 • Part of the award-winning, critically acclaimed 
BECNT series

 • Presents well-informed evangelical scholar-
ship at an accessible level

In this addition to the award-winning BECNT series, leading New Testa-
ment scholar and bestselling author G. K. Beale offers a substantive evan-

gelical commentary on Colossians and Philemon. With extensive research 
and thoughtful chapter-by-chapter exegesis, Beale leads readers through 
all aspects of Colossians and Philemon—sociological, historical, and 
theological—to help them better understand the meaning and relevance of 
these biblical books.

As with all BECNT volumes, this commentary features the author’s 
detailed interaction with the Greek text and an acclaimed, user-friendly 
design. It admirably achieves the dual aims of the series—academic so-
phistication with pastoral sensitivity and accessibility—making it a useful 
tool for pastors, church leaders, students, and teachers.

Colossians and Philemon
Baker exeGetical coMMentary on the neW testaMent

G. K. Beale

A Much-Anticipated Commentary  
from a Leading Scholar
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Michael J. Gorman (PhD, Princeton 
Theological Seminary) is the Ray-
mond E. Brown Chair in Biblical Studies 
and Theology at St. Mary’s Seminary 
and University in Baltimore, Maryland. 
He is the author of numerous books, 
including Elements of Biblical Exegesis 
and Scripture and Its Interpretation.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: June 18
$30.00 SR
978-1-5409-6036-8

trade paper
6 x 9
288 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Biblical Studies / 
Paul’s Letters
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Inter-
pretation / New Testament
Rights: Worldwide

World-renowned scholar Michael Gorman examines the important 
Pauline theme of participation in Christ and explores its contempo-

rary significance for Christian life and ministry. One of the themes Gorman 
explores is what he calls “resurrectional cruciformity”—that participating 
in Christ is simultaneously dying and rising with him and that cross-shaped 
living, infused with the life of the resurrected Lord, is life giving. Throughout 
the book, Gorman demonstrates the centrality of participating in Christ for 
Paul’s theology and spirituality.

Participating in Christ
Michael J. Gorman

Paul’s Theology of  
Participation in Christ

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Cardinal Albert Vanhoye (SSD, 
Pontifical Biblical Institute) is rector 
emeritus of the Pontifical Biblical 
Institute and is a former secretary of 
the Pontifical Biblical Commission.
Peter S. Williamson (STD, Pontifical 
Gregorian University) holds the Adam 
Cardinal Maida Chair in Sacred Scrip-
ture at Sacred Heart Major Seminary in 
Detroit, Michigan.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$21.99
978-0-8010-4972-9

trade paper
6 x 9
256 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Biblical Commen-
tary / New Testament
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Inter-
pretation / New Testament
RELIGION / Christianity / Catholic
Rights: Worldwide

In this addition to the successful Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture 
(CCSS) series, two esteemed scholars interpret Galatians from within the 

living tradition of the Church. The CCSS relates Scripture to Christian life 
today, is faithfully Catholic, and is supplemented by features designed to 
help pastoral ministers, lay readers, and students understand the Bible more 
deeply and use it more effectively. Its attractive packaging and accessible 
writing style make it a series to own—and to read!

Galatians
catholic coMMentary on sacred scripture

Cardinal Albert Vanhoye  
and Peter S. Williamson

New in the Catholic Commentary 
on Sacred Scripture

9 7 8 1 5 4 0 9 6 0 3 6 89 7 8 0 8 0 1 0 4 9 7 2 9
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ALSO AVAILABLE

A Manifesto for Theological 
Interpretation
978-0-8010-3087-1

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Bruce Riley Ashford (PhD, Southeastern Baptist 
Theological Seminary) is provost, dean of the faculty, 
and professor of theology and culture at Southeast-
ern Baptist Theological Seminary in Wake Forest, 
North Carolina. He has been featured on NPR and in 
the New York Times, USA Today, Fox News, and The 
Gospel Coalition.
Heath A. Thomas (PhD, University of Gloucester-
shire) is dean of the Herschel H. Hobbs College of 
Theology and Ministry, associate vice president for 
church relations, and professor of Old Testament at 
Oklahoma Baptist University in Shawnee, Oklahoma. 
He has authored or edited a number of books, includ-
ing A Manifesto for Theological Interpretation.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 16
$22.99
978-0-8010-4903-3

trade paper
6 x 9
224 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Missions
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / General
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General
Rights: Worldwide

 • Written by two young leaders in the Southern 
Baptist world

 • A fresh take on the questions: What is the  
gospel and what are we to do about it?

 • Useful in a variety of courses and settings

This accessible overview shows how the Bible—with its 66 books, 
dozens of authors, and multiple genres—comes together to provide 

an overarching story about God the King and explains how the Christian 
gospel and mission address the totality of human life.

Written by a biblical scholar and a theologian, The Gospel of Our King 
shows how any account of gospel and mission can only be understood in 
light of the whole biblical testimony. The authors help us understand the 
Bible’s overarching narrative as the true story of the whole world. This 
story, revealed by God and centered on Jesus the King, enables us to know 
and love God and to fulfill his purpose for our lives. It is the framework 
within which we come to understand the Christian worldview, the 
Christian gospel, and the Christian mission. When we understand how the 
whole Bible fits together to shape the totality of a Christian’s life, we will 
be prepared to show the goodness of Christ and the gospel to others in our 
personal, social, cultural, and global contexts.

The Gospel of Our King
Bruce Riley Ashford and Heath A. Thomas

How the Biblical Story Shapes  
Our Christian Mission

9 7 8 0 8 0 1 0 4 9 0 3 3
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Covenant and 
Communion
Scott W. Hahn

Bestselling author and theologian Scott Hahn 
offers a probing look at Pope Benedict XVI’s 

biblical theology, providing a clear and concise 
introduction to his life and work.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: June 5, 2018
$18.00 SR
978-1-58743-425-9

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
208 pages
Case Quantity: 36

Category: RELIGION / 
Christian Theology / 
General
RELIGION / Biblical 
Criticism & Interpretation / 
General
RELIGION / Christianity / 
Catholic
Rights: Not to the EU (Dar-
ton, Longman & Todd)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Scott W. Hahn (PhD, Marquette University) is 
the Father Michael Scanlan, TOR, Chair of Biblical 
Theology and the New Evangelization at Franciscan 
University of Steubenville in Steubenville, Ohio, and 
founder and president of the Saint Paul Center for 
Biblical Theology.

The Minor Prophets, 
3 vols.
Thomas Edward McComiskey, ed.

An exegetical and expository commentary on 
the Minor Prophets covering Hosea, Joel, 

and Amos (vol. 1); Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum, 
and Habakkuk (vol. 2); and Zephaniah, Haggai, 
Zechariah, and Malachi (vol. 3). 

VITAL INFORMATION
Available
$35.00 each SR
Case Quantity: 16 each

vol. 1:
978-1-5409-6085-6
520 pages

vol. 2:
978-1-5409-6086-3
420 pages

vol. 3:
978-1-5409-6087-0
528 pages

trade paper
7 x 10

Category: RELIGION / 
Biblical Commentary / Old 
Testament
RELIGION / Biblical 
Studies / Prophets
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE EDITOR

Thomas Edward McComiskey (1928–1996; PhD, 
Brandeis University) taught Old Testament at Trinity 
Evangelical Divinity School and served as presiding 
fellow of the American College of Biblical Theologians.

Classical Pastoral Care, 
4-vol. set
Thomas C. Oden

This four-volume set provides a topical arrange-
ment of passages from classic Christian writings 

offering guidance on all major topics of pastoral 
theology. Volumes also available individually.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available
$75.00 SR
978-0-8010-6762-4

trade paper
6 x 9
1,024 pages
Case Quantity: 16

Category: RELIGION / 
Christian Ministry / 
Pastoral Resources
RELIGION / Christian Life / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Thomas C. Oden (1931–2016; PhD, Yale University) 
was Henry Anson Buttz Professor of Theology and 
Ethics Emeritus at Drew University and general editor 
of the Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture.
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SHE IS FREE
Andi Andrew

978-0-8010-9328-9  •  $14.99p

PLAY THE MAN
Mark Batterson

978-0-8010-1898-5  •  $19.99c

ADAMANT
Lisa Bevere

978-0-8007-2725-3  •  $15.99p

WITHOUT RIVAL
Lisa Bevere

978-0-8007-2724-6  •  $15.99p

IMAGINE HEAVEN
John Burke

978-0-8010-1526-7  •  $14.99p

LOVE LIKE YOU’VE  
NEVER BEEN HURT

Jentezen Franklin with Cherise Franklin
978-0-8007-9864-2  •  $22.99c

FIERCE MARRIAGE
Ryan and Selena Frederick

978-0-8010-7530-8  •  $15.99p

FIERCEHEARTED
Holley Gerth

978-0-8007-2289-0  •  $15.99p

HIS NEEDS, HER NEEDS,  
REV. AND EXP. ED.

Willard F. Harley, Jr.
978-0-8007-1938-8  •  $19.99c

GRACE IS GREATER
Kyle Idleman

978-0-8010-1941-8  •  $15.99p

SEX, JESUS, AND THE CONVER-
SATIONS THE CHURCH FORGOT

Mo Isom
978-0-8010-1905-0  •  $14.99p

A PLACE CALLED HEAVEN
Dr. Robert Jeffress

978-0-8010-9367-8  •  $14.99p

SWITCH ON YOUR BRAIN
Dr. Caroline Leaf

978-0-8010-1839-8  •  $14.99p

MAKING CHILDREN MIND 
WITHOUT LOSING YOURS, 

REV. ED.
Dr. Kevin Leman

978-0-8007-2833-5  •  $14.99p

THE BLESSED LIFE,  
REV. AND UPDATED ED.

Robert Morris
978-0-7642-1876-7  •  $19.99c

90 MINUTES IN HEAVEN
Don Piper with Cecil Murphey

978-0-8007-2323-1  •  $14.99p

BEGIN AGAIN
Leeana Tankersley

978-0-8007-2714-7  •  $14.99p

THE HIDING PLACE,  
35TH ANN. ED.

Corrie ten Boom with Elizabeth and 
John Sherrill

978-0-8007-9405-7  •  $13.99p

THE ESSENTIAL  
TOZER COLLECTION

A.W. Tozer; James L. Snyder, comp. 
and ed.

978-0-7642-1891-0  •  $15.99p

POVERTY, RICHES  
AND WEALTH

Kris Vallotton
978-0-8007-9901-4  •  $22.99c

NONFICTION
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THE STEPS TO FREEDOM  
IN CHRIST

Neil T. Anderson
978-0-7642-1942-9  •  $4.99p

VICTORY OVER THE DARKNESS
Neil T. Anderson

978-0-7642-1376-2  •  $14.99p

BETWEEN HEAVEN AND  
THE REAL WORLD
Steven Curtis Chapman  

with Ken Abraham
978-0-8007-2913-4  •  $16.99p

THE MASTER PLAN OF EVAN-
GELISM, 2ND ED., ABRIDGED

Robert E. Coleman
978-0-8007-8808-7  •  $5.99m

THE TECH-WISE FAMILY
Andy Crouch

978-0-8010-1866-4  •  $14.99c

SEEING THE SUPERNATURAL
Jennifer Eivaz

978-0-8007-9854-3  •  $12.99p

FINDING THE LOVE OF  
JESUS FROM GENESIS  

TO REVELATION
Elyse Fitzpatrick

978-0-7642-1801-9  •  $12.99p

DEFEATING DEMENTIA
Richard Furman, MD, FACS

978-0-8007-2804-5  •  $24.99c

WHAT YOUR HEART NEEDS 
FOR THE HARD DAYS

Holley Gerth
978-0-8007-2288-3  •  $13.99c

YOU’RE GOING TO BE OKAY
Holley Gerth

978-0-8007-2062-9  •  $15.99p

THE MEASURE OF A MAN, 
REV. ED.

Gene A. Getz
978-0-8007-2238-8  •  $15.99p

YOUR BEST YEAR EVER
Michael Hyatt

978-0-8010-7525-4  •  $24.99c

HAVE A NEW KID BY FRIDAY
Dr. Kevin Leman

978-0-8007-3218-9  •  $15.99p

HAVE A NEW TEENAGER  
BY FRIDAY

Dr. Kevin Leman
978-0-8007-2215-9  •  $15.99p

BECOMING THE WOMAN  
GOD WANTS ME TO BE,  

RPKG ED.
Donna Partow

978-0-8007-2835-9  •  $15.99p

LOVE THY BODY
Nancy R. Pearcey

978-0-8010-7572-8  •  $22.99c

PREPARING FOR MARRIAGE, 
REV. AND UPDATED ED.

Dennis Rainey, ed.
978-0-7642-1550-6  •  $15.99p

READING THE BIBLE  
WITH RABBI JESUS

Lois Tverberg
978-0-8010-1715-5  •  $21.99c

THE NEW DAD’S PLAYBOOK
Benjamin Watson

978-0-8010-1897-8  •  $14.99p

365 MOMENTS OF PEACE  
FOR A WOMAN’S HEART,  

RPKG ED.
978-0-7642-3179-7  •  $17.99c

NONFICTION
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KIDS’ BOOKS

YOUTH

LAUGH-OUT-LOUD  
JOKES FOR KIDS

Rob Elliott
978-0-8007-8803-2  •  $4.99m

KNOCK-KNOCK  
JOKES FOR KIDS

Rob Elliott
978-0-8007-8822-3  •  $4.99m

MORE LAUGH-OUT-LOUD 
JOKES FOR KIDS

Rob Elliott
978-0-8007-8821-6  •  $4.99m

LAUGH-OUT-LOUD ANIMAL 
JOKES FOR KIDS

Rob Elliott
978-0-8007-2375-0  •  $4.99m

THE BIG BOOK OF LAUGH-OUT-
LOUD JOKES FOR KIDS

Rob Elliott
978-0-8007-2307-1  •  $9.99p

LITTLE GIRLS BIBLE STORY-
BOOK FOR MOTHERS AND 

DAUGHTERS, REV. AND 
UPDATED ED.

Carolyn Larsen
978-0-8010-1547-2  •  $14.99c

LITTLE BOYS BIBLE STORY-
BOOK FOR FATHERS AND 

SONS, REV. AND UPDATED ED.
Carolyn Larsen

978-0-8010-1548-9  •  $14.99c

THE MANDIE COLLECTION, 
VOL. 1

Lois Gladys Leppard
978-0-7642-0446-3  •  $15.99p

CUL-DE-SAC KIDS  
COLLECTION ONE

Beverly Lewis
978-0-7642-3048-6  •  $13.99p

CUL-DE-SAC KIDS  
COLLECTION TWO

Beverly Lewis
978-0-7642-3049-3  •  $13.99p

THE MANUAL TO MANHOOD
Jonathan Catherman

978-0-8007-2229-6  •  $14.99p

THE MANUAL TO 
MIDDLE SCHOOL

Jonathan Catherman with  
Reed Catherman and Cole Catherman

978-0-8007-2847-2  •  $13.99p

JESUS FREAKS: MARTYRS
dc Talk

978-0-7642-1202-4  •  $16.99p

GOD GIRL
Hayley DiMarco

978-0-8007-1940-1  •  $14.99c

DEVOTIONS FOR THE GOD GIRL
Hayley DiMarco

978-0-8007-1950-0  •  $15.99c

DEVOTIONS FOR THE GOD GUY
Michael DiMarco

978-0-8007-2104-6  •  $15.99c

GOD GUY
Michael DiMarco

978-0-8007-1941-8  •  $14.99c

TOTAL DEVOTION, 
REV. AND UPDATED ED.

Kevin Johnson
978-0-7642-1999-3  •  $16.99p

THE CHASE
Kyle Kupecky and Kelsey Kupecky

978-0-8007-2651-5  •  $14.99p

DATEABLE
Justin Lookadoo and Hayley DiMarco

978-0-8007-5911-7  •  $15.99p
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ADULT BIBLES

CHILDREN’S / YOUTH BIBLES

CSB STUDY BIBLE FOR GIRLS 
PEWTER/PINK, PAISLEY 
DESIGN LEATHERTOUCH

Larry Richards, gen. ed.
978-0-8010-7391-5  •  $39.99i

CSB STUDY BIBLE FOR BOYS 
CHARCOAL/ORANGE, WOOD 

DESIGN LEATHERTOUCH
Larry Richards, gen. ed.

978-0-8010-7360-1  •  $39.99i

CSB STUDY BIBLE FOR GIRLS 
HOT PINK, PAISLEY DESIGN 

LEATHERTOUCH
Larry Richards, gen. ed.

978-0-8010-7407-3  •  $39.99i

CSB STUDY BIBLE FOR BOYS 
BROWN, WOOD DESIGN 

LEATHERTOUCH
Larry Richards, gen. ed.

978-0-8010-7357-1  •  $39.99i

CSB STUDY BIBLE FOR BOYS
Larry Richards, gen. ed.

978-0-8010-7343-4  •  $29.99c

CSB STUDY BIBLE FOR GIRLS
Larry Richards, gen. ed.

978-0-8010-7388-5  •  $29.99c

CSB STUDY BIBLE FOR BOYS
Larry Richards, gen. ed.

978-0-8010-7326-7  •  $24.99p

KJV BIBLE FOR YOUNG 
READERS

978-0-8010-0862-7  •  $19.99c

THE KJV REESE  
CHRONOLOGICAL STUDY BIBLE

Edward Reese, gen. ed.
978-0-7642-0629-0  •  $39.99c

KJV NAMES OF GOD BIBLE
Ann Spangler, gen. ed.

978-0-8007-2284-5  •  $34.99c

KJV PERSONAL SIZE GIANT 
PRINT REFERENCE BLACK 

BONDED LEATHER
978-0-8010-1617-2  •  $29.99i

KJV PERSONAL SIZE GIANT 
PRINT REFERENCE BURGUNDY 

BONDED LEATHER
978-0-8010-1618-9  •  $29.99i

KJV PERSONAL SIZE GIANT 
PRINT REFERENCE PAPERBACK

978-0-8010-1615-8  •  $14.99p

TLV PERSONAL SIZE GIANT 
PRINT REFERENCE, HOLY 

SCRIPTURES, BLACK  
LEATHERTOUCH

978-0-8010-1923-4  •  $39.99i

TLV THINLINE BIBLE, HOLY 
SCRIPTURES, GROVE/SAND, 
TREE DESIGN DURAVELLA

978-0-8010-1922-7  •  $29.99i

TLV THINLINE BIBLE, HOLY 
SCRIPTURES, HARDCOVER

978-0-8010-1913-5  •  $24.99c

TLV THINLINE BIBLE, HOLY 
SCRIPTURES, PAPERBACK

978-0-8010-1902-9  •  $19.99p

TLV THINLINE BIBLE, HOLY 
SCRIPTURES, WALNUT/
BROWN, TREE DESIGN  

DURAVELLA
978-0-8010-1921-0  •  $29.99i
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THE HOLY LAND FOR  
CHRISTIAN TRAVELERS

John A. Beck
978-0-8010-1892-3  •  $16.99p

THE BAKER ILLUSTRATED 
GUIDE TO EVERYDAY LIFE  

IN BIBLE TIMES
John A. Beck

978-0-8010-1966-1  •  $19.99p

THE BAKER BOOK OF  
BIBLE CHARTS, MAPS,  

AND TIME LINES
John A. Beck

978-0-8010-1712-4  •  $29.99s

THE BAKER ILLUSTRATED 
BIBLE COMMENTARY

Gary M. Burge and Andrew E. Hill, eds.
978-0-8010-1308-9  •  $39.99c

THE TEMPLE AND  
THE TABERNACLE

J. Daniel Hays
978-0-8010-1620-2  •  $19.99p

HOW WE GOT THE BIBLE, 
3RD ED.

Neil R. Lightfoot
978-0-8010-7261-1  •  $16.99p

THE BAKER COMPACT DICTIO-
NARY OF BIBLICAL STUDIES

Tremper Longman III and Mark L. Strauss
978-0-8010-1907-4  •  $9.99p

THE BAKER COMPACT BIBLE 
DICTIONARY

Tremper Longman III, ed.
978-0-8010-1544-1  •  $12.99p

THE A TO Z GUIDE TO BIBLE 
SIGNS AND SYMBOLS

Neil Wilson and Nancy Ryken Taylor
978-0-8010-1479-6  •  $16.99p

THE NEW COMBINED  
BIBLE DICTIONARY AND 

CONCORDANCE
978-0-8010-6680-1  •  $12.99p

ENCOUNTERING THE OLD 
TESTAMENT, 3RD ED.

Bill T. Arnold and Bryan E. Beyer
978-0-8010-4953-8  •  $49.99c

THE DRAMA OF SCRIPTURE, 
2ND ED.

Craig G. Bartholomew and  
Michael W. Goheen

978-0-8010-4956-9  •  $24.99p

ENCOUNTERING THE NEW 
TESTAMENT, 3RD ED.

Walter A. Elwell and  
Robert W. Yarbrough

978-0-8010-3964-5  •  $49.99c

CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY, 3RD ED.
Millard J. Erickson

978-0-8010-3643-9  •  $52.99c

ROMANS
Scott W. Hahn

978-0-8010-3678-1  •  $22.99p

TURNING POINTS, 3RD ED.
Mark A. Noll

978-0-8010-3996-6  •  $24.99p

LET THE NATIONS BE GLAD!, 
3RD ED.
John Piper

978-0-8010-3641-5  •  $19.99p

INTRODUCING THE NEW 
TESTAMENT

Mark Allan Powell
978-0-8010-2868-7  •  $44.99c

BIBLICAL PREACHING, 3RD ED.
Haddon W. Robinson

978-0-8010-4912-5  •  $22.99c

AWAITING THE KING
James K. A. Smith

978-0-8010-3579-1  •  $22.99p

BIBLE REFERENCE

ACADEMIC
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SELFIES
Craig Detweiler

978-1-58743-398-6  •  $19.99p

GLITTERING VICES
Rebecca Konyndyk DeYoung

978-1-58743-232-3  •  $17.99p

DARKNESS IS MY ONLY  
COMPANION, REV. AND EXP. ED.

Kathryn Greene-McCreight
978-1-58743-372-6  •  $19.99p

SPIRITUAL FRIENDSHIP
Wesley Hill

978-1-58743-349-8  •  $15.99p

THE FORGOTTEN WAYS,  
2ND ED.
Alan Hirsch

978-1-58743-386-3  •  $19.99p

ISRAEL MATTERS
Gerald R. McDermott

978-1-58743-395-5  •  $17.99p

YOU ARE WHAT YOU LOVE
James K. A. Smith

978-1-58743-380-1  •  $19.99c

SUBVERSIVE SABBATH
A. J. Swoboda

978-1-58743-405-1  •  $19.99p

ADAM AND THE GENOME
Dennis R. Venema and Scot McKnight

978-1-58743-394-8  •  $19.99p

AMERICA’S ORIGINAL SIN
Jim Wallis

978-1-58743-400-6  •  $17.99p

SPIRIT-FILLED

THOUGHTFUL

THE SPIRITUAL GIFTS  
HANDBOOK

Randy Clark and Mary Healy
978-0-8007-9863-5  •  $15.99p

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE  
TO HEALING

Bill Johnson and Randy Clark
978-0-8007-9519-1  •  $15.99p

UNBOUND, RPKG ED.
Neal Lozano

978-0-8007-9412-5  •  $15.99p

THEY SHALL EXPEL DEMONS
Derek Prince

978-0-8007-9260-2  •  $14.99p

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
John Ramirez

978-0-8007-9850-5  •  $14.99p

A WOMAN’S GUIDE TO  
SPIRITUAL WARFARE,  

REV. AND UPDATED ED.
Quin Sherrer and Ruthanne Garlock

978-0-8007-9799-7  •  $14.99p

SPIRIT WARS
Kris Vallotton

978-0-8007-9493-4  •  $13.99p

FINDING YOUR SPIRITUAL 
GIFTS QUESTIONNAIRE, 
UPDATED AND EXP. ED.

C. Peter Wagner
978-0-8007-9834-5  •  $4.99p

DISCOVER YOUR SPIRITUAL 
GIFTS, REPACKAGED ED.

C. Peter Wagner
978-0-8007-9835-2  •  $13.99p

THE JESUS PERSON  
PROMISE BOOK

David Wilkerson, comp.
978-0-8007-9595-5  •  $4.99m
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Canada  
Parasource Marketing  
and Distribution
PO Box 98
55 Woodslee Avenue
Paris, ON N3L 3E5
Canada
Tel 1 800 263 2664
Fax 1 800 461 8575

South Africa 
Christian Art Distributors
20 Smuts Avenue
PO Box 1599
Vereeniging 1930
Republic of South Africa
Toll Free Tel 0800 003 399 0800 003 400/1/2
Toll Free Fax 0800 003 403 0800 111 603
Email: sales@cum.co.za

New Zealand 
Manna Christian Stores
PO Box 76235
Manukau City 2241
Auckland
New Zealand
Telephone 64 9 2639882
Fax 64 9 2570082
web@manna.co.nz

UK and Ireland 
SPCK
36 Causton Street
London
SW1P 4ST
United Kingdom
Tel 020 7592 3900
spck@spck.org.uk

CORPORATE CONTACTS
PUBLISHING DIVISION
6030 East Fulton Road, Ada, MI  49301
www.BakerPublishingGroup.com
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Toll Free (orders only) (800) 877-2665
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EMAIL 
Orders only: orders@bakerbooks.com

ELECTRONIC ORDERING
Jack Boers
Publishing Division
jboers@BakerPublishingGroup.com
SAN 2991500

SUBSIDIARY AND 
INTERNATIONAL RIGHTS
Marilyn Gordon
Director of Rights and Contracts
Fax (616) 676-2315
mgordon@BakerPublishingGroup.com

SALES MANAGEMENT
David Lewis
Executive VP, Sales and Marketing
Publishing Division
dlewis@BakerPublishingGroup.com

NATIONAL ACCOUNT 
REPRESENTATIVES
Steve Oates
Bloomington, MN
soates@BakerPublishingGroup.com

Max Eerdmans
meerdmans@BakerPublishingGroup.com

Todd Niemeyer
tniemeyer@BakerPublishingGroup.com

DIGITAL SALES
Nathan Henrion
Vice President of Sales
nhenrion@BakerPublishingGroup.com

SALES REPS TO  
INDEPENDENT RETAILERS
Noble Group c/o Ted Terry 
2713 Quail Cove Drive
Highland Village, TX 75077
(206) 954-5660
Fax (866) 355-8687
teddyhugh@aol.com

NOBLE REPS
Lane Davis 850-284-6070
South AL, DE, DC, FL, GA, LA, MD, South MS,  
NC, SC, East TN, VA, WV

Ryan Garrett 417-894-3914
North AL, AR, IA, South IL, KS, MO, North MS, ND, 
NE, OK, SD, West and Central TN

Jerry Gortmaker 616-262-9423
North IL, IN, KY, MI, MN, OH, WI

Alan Read 626-590-6950
AZ, CA, NM

David Terry 510-813-9854
CO, CT, MA, ME, NH, NY, NJ, NV, PA, RI, VT, WY

Ted H. Terry 206-954-5660
AK, HI, ID, MT, OR, TX, UT, WA

PHONE REP
Mat Smith 928-830-0097
All US

ACADEMIC SALES
Steve Ayers
Academic Sales Manager
sayers@BakerPublishingGroup.com

SPECIAL MARKETS
Rod Jantzen
Manager of Special Markets
rjantzen@BakerPublishingGroup.com

Adam Lorenz
Special Market Sales Manager
alorenz@BakerPublishingGroup.com 
616-676-9185 x 308

PUBLICITY CONTACTS
Amy Green
Bethany Fiction 
agreen@BethanyHouse.com 
952-829-2596

Grace Kasper
Bethany Nonfiction and Chosen Books
gkasper@BethanyHouse.com
952-829-2555

Karen Steele
Manager of Conventions   
Revell Fiction Publicist
ksteele@BakerPublishingGroup.com
616-676-9185  x 100

Brianna DeWitt
Baker Books and Revell Nonfiction
bdewitt@BakerBooks.com
616-676-9185 x 395

Melissa Anschutz
Baker Books and Revell Nonfiction
manschutz@BakerPublishingGroup.com
616-676-9185 x 160

Amylynn Warners
Baker Books and Revell Nonfiction
awarners@BakerPublishingGroup.com
616-676-9185 x 394

Louis McBride
Baker Academic and Brazos Press
lmcbride@BakerPublishingGroup.com
616-676-9185 x 325

IMAGES
To request Bethany cover or  
author images, email specifications  
to images@BethanyHouse.com
For all other cover or author images,  
email specifications to Emily Uebbing at 
euebbing@BakerPublishingGroup.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
Bethany House
Twitter: @bethany_house
Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/bethanyhousepublishers 
Facebook Nonfiction: 
www.facebook.com/BHPNonfiction
Beverly Lewis on Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/officialbeverlylewis
YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/bethanyhouse

Revell Books
Twitter: @RevellBooks
Facebook: www.facebook.com/revellbooks 

Baker Books
Twitter: @ReadBakerBooks
Facebook: www.facebook.com/readbakerbooks 

Chosen Books
Twitter: @chosen_books
Facebook: www.facebook.com/chosenbooks

Brazos Press
Twitter: @BrazosPress 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/brazospress
Blog: www.thebrazosblog.com

Baker Academic
Twitter: @BakerAcademic 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/bakeracademic
  

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

UNITED STATES

BAKER PUBLISHING GROUP has been a 
member of the Green Press Initiative since 2005. 
We are proud to be industry leaders, printing 
40% of our new books on recycled paper. 
The first Evangelical publisher to take part in 
the Green Press Initiative, Baker Publishing 
Group urges other Christian publishers to 
take seriously God’s mandate to be good 
stewards of the earth and to join this worthy 
initiative to spare our forests as we spread the 
Christian message through our books. For more 
information on the Green Press Initiative, visit 
www.greenpressinitiative.org.

CORPORATE INFORMATION
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NEW RELEASES

Find out more about these books inside and see the complete list of  
Baker Publishing Group titles online at www.BakerPublishingGroup.com
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